


No. 734
Supermarine Swift Fighter
Wing Spin 2 in. Price 1/9

No. 237
Mercedes Bern Racing Car

Length 3J in. Price 3/3

No. 162
Ford Zephyr Saloon

Length 3 ft in. Price 2/1

1

No. 482
Bedford 10-cwt. Van

'Dinky Toys'
Length 3 1 in. Price 2/11

No. 623
Army Covered Wagon
Length 4t in. Price 4 J

No. 103 Austin-Heatey 100 Sports
(Touring finish)

Length 3| in. Price 2 9

No. 156
Rover 75 Saloon

Length 4 in. Price 2/1

1

N o. 440
Tanker , MobiIgas t

Length 4| in. Price 2 1

1

No. 676
Armoured Personnel Carrier

Length 3J in. Price 3/9

No. 290
Double Deck Bus

Length 4 in. Price 4/3

ALL PRICES INCLUDE PURCHASE TAX

MADE IN ENGLAND BY MECCANO LTD., BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL 13
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excitingly up to with

Colour Light a

(15-volt)

signalling

colour light signals are rcpiacrng
semaphore types for controlling the move-
ments of real trains* and now Hornby-Dublo
owners can equip their tracks with this

up-to-the-minute colour light
system.

Hornby-Dublo 2-aspect Colour Light Signals
give a new look to your layout. They are
available as "Home" or "Distant". Height:
2£ in. U.K. Price 10/6 (inc. Tax)

U.K. Price 4/6 (inc. Tax) Made and Guaranteed by Meccano Ltd*,

Binns Road, Liverpool,
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No. Standard Set

No. 1 Standard Set

2 Standard Set

No. 3 Standard Set

4 Standard Set

52/3

99/3

OX Converting Set

No. 1X Converting Set 10/6

2X Converting Set

No. 3X Converting Set

OBTAINABLE FROM
LEADING STORES AND TOY SPECIALISTS

Manufactured by
PLIMPTON ENGINEERING CO. LTD., LIVERPOOL 1.

CVS-52
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Add the S.S, United States to your collection of merchant vessels

built from REVELL AUTHENTIC KITS

You'll be as excited as a tripper on a maiden voyage

once you've made this perfect 20" model. It's so like the real ship

you can see at Southampton. Superstructure and cargo booms,

lifeboats, stacks and radar masts— such superb detail,

Revell detail, and so easy to put together. And there's a big

fleet of Revell kits foryou to choose. Merchant vessels, fightingships

too ... all authentic ... a thrill to build and collect.

NOW! send this coupon with]
6d in stumps for Rev ell's

16-page Collectors* Catalogue.

Name
MANUFACTURED IN

GREAT BRITAIN
Address *»

S.S. United States 1 7'6

Tugboat Long Beach 1 2' 1

1

Freighter Hawaiian Pilot 15*6

OilTankcrJ.L.HannalS'6

r.io

REVELL (Great Britain) Ltd, Dept

Maidstone House, 25/27 Bernew St^Londonj
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IF YOU

READ THIS
How's this for a life when you're

younyr? Join an Army Apprentices
School and you get first-class tech-

nical training (can be electronics or

any of 40 T.U.C.-recognised trades).

In the picture, an apprentice is

servicing a radar presentation unit.

You can earn while you learn.

Board, lodging and uniform are free,

and you get two months' paid holiday

every you earn
muney as a key technician in the

New Army. It's a real man 's 1 i fe with
a bunch of chaps your own age and
the finest chances for sport in the

world. These sprint cyclists are

Army Apprentices. You could be

setting the pace with them.

IF

YOU'RE

To the War Office (MP6) London, S.W.I
Please send me details about the Army Apprentices School

(with no obligation on my part*

NAME II fc- hiiri. it«i ^a-ii ^^AUiS »• ianii m

THIS
TODAY

ADDRESS. It llll Uife wvmffVfmntvm —

-

mPVWHHH

TOWN ..-.. .Ill
a n i TriTii" 11 COUNTY ,.

Applications for the next Entry Examinations be In by Jan. 13th, 1959

aaaIqp
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EXCITING ACCESSORIES

FOR YOUR NEW MODEL RAILWAY

GAUGE

Hydraulic
Buffer Stop

Spring Action
Price 18/9

GAUGE

Open Wagon
8/11

Covered Wagon
10/6

Brake Van 14/

CHAIR
FIXING JIG

A very useful

aid to track
building.

Price 3/10

GAUGES 00 &

SCENIC BACKGROUND
4 Beauti Printed sheets

make 12 feet

in colour to

13/6

TRACK PART SETS
EASY TO MAKE

To Make 18 ft.

Set "A"
52/6

Set "B" Brass

Set
Set

"A/E"
"B/EM

for 3-Rarl Electric,

for 3-Rai| Electric.

Postage 3/3

65/
75/

Chairs 7/6 per 100

Sleepers .. §/9 per 100

Spikes

Fishplates

8<J. for 500

1/1 per doz.

Battens . . 12/- per dor.

POINT
LEVER

4/3 Postage 5d.

GAUGES 00 & GAUGE 00

Yard
Lamp
12 volt

6/9

GAUGE 00

Working Crane
on Base, 16/-

Wrenn
Universal
Points

2-Rail

3-Rail

10/6
12/3

GAUGE 00

T.P.O Mail Van
Lineside Gear .

23/
16/

GAUGES & 00 GAUGE

Parts to make
Lever Frames

6 Levers 10/

8

12

»*

II

12/2

16/6

Metal Signals

Single Arm 9/

Bracket 18/9

RAIL in 36 in. Lengths

Brass

Steel

17/9 Dozen

6/9 ..

Postage for 1 Dozzn 1/9

TRACK GAUGE 2/3

Send for 56 page (plus supplement) model Railway Catalogue, 2/-.

Head Office and Works: NORTHAMPTON

LONDON SHOWROOM: 112 High Holborn, W.C.2 MANCHESTER SHOWROOMS: 28 Corporation Street, 4
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fine new house
this Christmas
WITH

and right through the year

you will get hours of

enjoyment building castles

and cottages, farmhouses

and factories, schools and

stations, also hundreds of other

fine models with

MINIBRIX—the all-rubber

interlocking bricks.

HYGIENIC AND SAFE

HARMLESS TO FURNITURE

UNBREAKABLE

ALMOST EVERLASTING Famous
Interlocking

Device

» * ! i

UrnEr-tir* i ft

ft Ift-MI ¥ > f ' »f

*4 .

REGISTERED TRAI'K MARK

Obtainable at all stores and toy shops

MINIBRIX LIMITED * PETERSFIELD • HANTS
MB2
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one of the most popular and we
of pre-war board games, is, as its name

i swashbuckling, adventurous
of interest, fun, and ingenuity.

Produced to Waddington's own stand

Bi

of voyages
Treasure Island, and bringing home

ding realistic looking

bies, bars of gold

cargoes

tured on the High Seas ... or you can

trade for cargo at a foreign

PLAYERS

Published by

LI
40 WAKEFIELD ROAD, LEEDS 10. Phon

London Office : 43 Hertford Street, W.1. Phone

Leeds 72244

f GRO 8701
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the

way

BLUEPRINTS, BRICKS

BRICKPLAYER is more than a toy, it is the nearest thing to real building yet

devised. Each Kit comprises miniature bricks in all required shapes, mortar

roofing, plastic windows and doors, plans and instruction booklet. All models

are architect designed to '0* gauge scale. Can be permanent or dismantled

merely soaking in water and bricks used again and ag

BRICKPLAYER and get the real thing'

Brickplayer Kit 3

Remember, ask for

!

27/6 Brickplayer Kit 4 .. 51/6

Kit 3A converting Kit 3 into Kit 4 * * 27/6

Brickplayer Farm Kit • 63/ 2,000 Bricks Pack . 55/

Extra Bricks, Roofing and Cement in low-priced

, Windows and doors obtainable singly.

COMPETITION Write for details of the grand Brickplayer Competition, in which you

can win prizes of £21 0s. 0d., £10 10s. Od. and £5 5s, Od. and a number of consolation prizes.

At good toy shops, hobby shops and departmental stores.

If your dealer cannot supply, write for leaflet and address of nearest stockist to

w • SONS

YOUR ID

LTD.

AL
Dept. f

Middlesex
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model farm

cost than
It wis made from a half-crown tin of Sankey's

PYRUMA—farmhouse, barn, implement shed,

walls and gate—and there was still plenty of this

grand modelling material left to build many more

farm features, by simple methods described in the

Instruction Book (see Coupon below).

PYRUMA, plastic and ready-for-use, becomes stone

hard after drying or baking, and can be painted in

natural colours. For permanent modelling

Post this Coufion today for your Instruction Book,
MAKE IT AND BAKE IT IN

CUT Off HERE

TO J.H.SANKEY&SON.L
szabhshed over a century

Dept. M., Ilford,
Please send ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTION BOOK

with full colour pages, on Pyruma Modelling*
Enclosed Postal Order value 6d* {not stamps)

NAME V *

ADDRESS •..*•*. **

• . .

SANKEYS

PLASTIC CEMENT

Obtainable from your local Ironmonger or Hardware-
man and many Art Material dealers. Ideal for making

Model Railway Buildings and Acces
sones, Harbours,
Airport Buildings

Ship Models.

and
...***-* ~- .

Houses, Bookends, Ashtrays. Animals
and Figures. Plaques, etc.

a

ROLLER SKAT
For the smoothest, speediest,

safest skating.

AfeW"
Every pair guaranteed

192 BALL BEARINGS
in every double ball hearing

Rubber compositionpair

Reinforced plastic skates in gay

colours. Light and strong. Nylon or bafl

bearings. Prices from 24/9.

wheels. Prices from 21/

aco t

airs
throughout the world

DAVIES STEEL SPECIALITIES LTD., PEMBROKE DOCK, S WALES
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WO AVI O

This Model of the FODEN F.G. 6-Wheel Standard Platform Vehicle has

been designed to resemble the actual Lorry to a great degree, and such

being the case the construction of the Model follows closely the procedure

which is general practice in the assembly shops of heavy commercial

vehicle manufacturers.

YOU CAN DISMANTLE THIS MODEL
JUST LI REAL THING 65

It is made up from 65 standardised parts—alt replaceable

Your dealer wilt be pleased to supply, but if you have difficulties, please write to:

ABBEY CORINTHIAN GAMES CO., Victoria, London S.W.I
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(inc. tax)

MECCANO LTD.

BINNS ROAD
LIVERPOOL 13

DINKY TOYS No. 754-PAVEMENT SET
A wide variety of road arrangements are possible with Dinky Toys raver
made of strong chipboard printed in dark grey on light grey ground. Each

4 Straight Strips 2 Three-eighths Circles
6 Half Straight Strips 4 Quarter Circles
4 Quarter Straight Strips 2 One-eighth Circles
2 Half Circles

Toys

jent Sect

Set contains;

1MAU y«*i iLGt\n*lA

SD6
U. SAND

Finished in

Manufacturers Ltd.*

model will

the brilliant yellow of The United Glass Bottle
latest Hornby-Dublo "super-detail"

make a colourful addition to your "OCT* model
this

to your
railway. Moulded spoked wheels provide smooth running for
two or three-rail track and the die-cast underframe means
strength and durability,

U.K. Price 4/* (inc. tax)Overall Length: 3i in.

MADE IN ENGLAND BY MECCANO LIMITED, BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL 13
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Next Month: "PLACES IN PANTOMIME

t /

By Arth ur Gaunt

Editorial Office:

Binas Road
Liverpool 13

England

EDITOR FRANK RILEY, B.Sc

Vol. XLIII

No. 11

November 1958

Try Out or Size

COULD not resist letting you see the locomotives. And they can also climb np"
picture 1 have
I

this month. It similarly to put in place name and destin-

has a double interest. In the first place, it ation boards on coaches of their trains,

IS attractive in

and I can
imagine that all of

von would be
delighted to have
a ha n c e of

g the front

of Quicksilver

to fix a train name
board on it. The
name board
really being

Out for size,

the photograph
was taken in the

King's Crosr
Motive Power
Depot a few days
before the maiden
run of The I 'air

Maidin September
of last year.
Apparently it

fitted quite well,

lor the locomotive
hauling the train

carried the

The train name headboard for "The Fair Maid" being fitted in position on "Quicksilver"

at King's Cross Motive Power Depot before this train made Hs maiden run to Perth in

September 1957, B.R, (E.R.) photograph.

headboard
throughout the run of The Fair Maid, as they will see on reading the article on
which of cour c at present is running only page 542.

as far north as Edinburgh, under the name
of The Talisman.

Now I have some good news. The next
M,M. will be a specially enlarged Christmas

In the second place, the picture derives issue.

considerable the recent

but its price will be the same as

usual. 1/3. Place an order for your copy

introduction of train name headboards for with vour •ccano dealer or newsagent

locomotives in the Hornby-Dublo series. if you have not already done so

Now owners of Hornby-OnWei trains will

be able, in spirit at least, to "climb up on

the front ends" of their Horn bv- On bio

507
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Diesei at Devons Road

Next month will see the appearance in the Hornbv-Dubfo
system of the first diesei- electric locomotive to be include,!.

this is a miniature of the 1.000 h tp. dieset-etectrtc

locomotive built at the Vulcan Foundry Works of the English
Electric Company Ltd., and Hornby-Dubh enthusiasts

ill be interested in the account given in the accompanying
a rt tele of the eng inc s fted at uh ich the engines were statione i

on delivery* This is taken from "Transport Age", from
which it is reproduced by kind permission of British

Railways, to tchom we are indebted alsofor the illustrat ions,

OW M in London's East End, close to thev will eventually displace.

the docks at Poplar, an engine shed of But for the moment Devons Road is

modest proportions has been singled out unique. Nowhere else yet on British

for a place in railway history. It is Railways is there an engine depot without

London Midland Region's Devons Road
(Bow) Motive Tower Depot, and it has

become the first all-diesel depot on British

it- coaling appliance and ashpit. Gone
from Devons Road are the steam-raisers

and -w , the coaling-plant

ashmen. If some of theRailways. Steam engines have "come off attendants

shed" for the last time; diesei locomotives romance has gone as well, so has a lot ol

now haul much of the cross-London freight grime and the need to cope with it; a

traffic on the busy symbolic feature of

North London line. con ver-

This conversion
highlights a
momentous step in

railway development.

The picture at the top of the page illustrates the
special use to which the 1,000 h.p. English
Electric dicsel-electrtc locomotives at Devons
Road have been put—handling exchange freight

traffic on the former North London Railway.

synnouc
the £^8,000
sion programme now
Hearing completion is

the removal of the
s troughs

Steam, the all
conquering power o i

the nineteenth century, is being dislo d

the roof.

Dicselisation means
cleaner railways for those who use them and

irom a domain which for more than 130 those who work on them, and the saving in

years has been pecu its own; no cleaning and painting costs is not the least

ier locomotives are to be built. of the economies to be derived from the

As the present stock runs down it will be newest form of motive power. The inherent

replaced by diesei locomotives, 2,500 of cleanliness of the diesei locomotive can only

which are due to be delivered under the be exploited to the full in a shed from which
completelyhas beenModernise inn I Man. A number is already steam servicing

in service in various parts of 'lie country, eliminated, and there are other factors too.

sharing shed space with the steam engines Devons Road was chosen for the initial
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Three tracks at Devon* Road,
of theformerly part

shed, have been separately

enclosed to form the servicing

bay for the diesel-electrics.

conversion for four
main reasons. Firstly,

it was self-contained

:

none of its engines

worked into o

sheds and no other

engines were dealt with
there. Secondly, heavy
maintenance facilities

were available at the

adjacent Bow Works of

the Chief Mechanical 1

Engineer. Thirdly, the

; large

enough to avoid the
distortions of small-

scale evaluation, small

size was n

enough to make
adjustments without serious repercussions conversion is the improvement in working
as experience is gained. Fourthly, the area conditions made possible by the banishment

of smoke. Modern factory design has beenwill probably become a Smokeless Zone.

The provision of oil-fuel storage emulated in the clear roof-ligh tin

fuelling equipment was a first requirement. pastel-tinted

and
and adequate space

An above-ground tank enclosure of 42,000 heating has been made possible by fitting

gallon;is capacity, together with its doors to the wide entrances. Up-to-date
associated standpipes and metering electric lighting has been installed.

equipment, has been erected outside

shed. The shed itself, which
There is a mass of machinery in the new

spanned nine tracks, has been divided into

two separate sections; a running-shed or
"garage"
servicing bay. One track has been lost

in the conversion, the extra space being
allocated to servicing.

locomotives which
examined and

regularly

built-in

is to be maintained. For this

of five tracks, and a three-track reason inspection pits have been deepened
and electrically lit, and staging at footplate

an engine's lengthlevel, extending about
from the stop-blocks, has been erected in

The most striking feature of the the servicing bay. Other modifications
ude the provision

of a battery-charging
plant, a water-softener
(for radiator water) and
a lubricating-oil store

_ ensary. Outside
the shed but opening
into it. a workshop has
been built in which
removable
com

precision

can be
overhauled and tested

in favourable
conditions. A storeroom
has also been erected.

Less spectacular has
been the renovation of

A 1,000 h.p. diesel-electric

locomotive alongside the fuel

tanks at Dt-voiu Road.
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the permanent way and paving, attention works. After being passed as competent by
to the drainage and other general repairs; a Motive Power Inspector they returned to

the final touches to a good job well done.
Other jobs were well done too—the job

of the management to inform the affected

Devons Road to train their ues.

met I men are also tested by an
being to drive

more than astaff of their intentions; the job of the staff without supervision.

to accept the upheaval of transition, week's instruction is usually necessary;

involving in some cases a change of straightforward control system is a feature

occupation. Consultation took place at the of the new locomotives
planning stage, and the loyal co-operation The men are well pleased with their new
of the staff was pledged. Conversion went charges

forward untroubled by
protection from the

dispute, as a fully informed
staff eagerly awaited each
new development.
Forty-one steam

locomotives, mainly Class

3 six-coupled tanks but
including nine s 4
tender engines, have been
displaced by diesels. The
new stud of 33 locomotives
falls into two principal

groups, train engines and
shunting units. The larger

group of train engines
comprises fifteen I.OOOh.p.

diesel-electric locomotives
constructed by Knglish
Klectric.and lOof SOOh.p.
from the works of British

Thomson-Houston. Both
types are "single-ended"

that is, they have only

one driving com
—but the control consol'

The new locomotives contain a great deal of mechanical equipment that

must be examined regularly.

is duplicated so that the

locomotives can driven from the left-

hand side in either direction. All 25 have
been fitted with Automatic Train

apparatus.
The eight shunting engines in the second

grou } » were

weather is indeed an innovation to a man
up on steam, but not apparently

an unmixed blessing to the older drivers,

some of whom feel they have given up an
open-air life for an indoor occupation.

bv North British, Certainly thrre is no mistaking the "indoor"
Ik I VIKated at 330 h.p., these four-w

w

Voith hydraulic transmission.

The pleasing external appearance of the
largvr lm > unotivt-s results [nun consultation

between t lie manufacturers and the British

ion's Design Panel.

century British steamFor more than a

appearance ot the upholstered seats, the
cab heaters and miniature electric cooker,

the cream-coloured walls and the
li»ht. But old and young alike appreciate
the cleanliness. A young engineman spoke
enthusiastically of coming to work in a
cricket shirt!

e>

Substantial economies are expected from

of the world, and British Railways intend the conversion. Depot alterations cost under
locomotivedesign has evoked the admiration

to maintain the standard. The sleek lines /
'

i,000 , aga inst which can be placed an
of the new locomotives echo the traditional immediate saving of £27,000* a year in man-
simplicity of their steam -powered forebears power and materials. Fewer diesel

while the adoption of green livery (freight locomotives are needed, and their

engines were previously black) is a happy utilisation and economy in operation will

omen of the cleaner, brighter future now outweigh their higher initial cost.

unfolding.

Conversion courses for drivers

conducted locally, except that the first few
drivers were trained in the manufacturers*

Full utilisation means better service.

Already exchange traffic between
stations in the north of London is benefiting

from the better performance of the diesels.
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New Plate Mill Starts Up
TEEL is the key to countless industries

w large and small
plate of high q

* For t e t* 1

and in immense
antities is needed for building

d making motor cars, an
instructional engineering generally.

The production of steel plate starts

s

d in

through
ingots of

and
the rollers

called a
which squeeze the ingot

down into a thick slab
re-

being

These are made white h

are th<- heaviest rolls ever

porated in a British rolling

The

from
produced
when the

shows a historic occasion,

that can be seen emerging
it it

This

before
This is

lira ted

passed t

mills, which can
gh rolling

be

The plate rolling mill seen in operation in the

picture on this page has the heaviest rolls

yet installed in a plant of this kind in Great
Britain. The mill produces about 9.000 ton.*

of steel plate a week and h part of a £6,000,000
scheme for increasing output at the Scunthorpe
Works of the Appleby-Frodingham Steel

Company,

is the first one that
happened in July last,

is first brought into use on
its installation at the Scunthorpe Works

of the Appleby-
Frodingham Steel
Company, which is a
branch of the United
Steel Company Ltd,

The mill cost £500,000
i d t w g
improved surface finish

described as giant
mangles, and it is fascinating to see the

slabs enter them and shoot out on tli-

grea

idth and ck
c\

producing more steel plate than the

mill it replaced. Its tr rolls are

opposite side their thickness red

and perhaps with steam rising from
as water sprays cool them.

In a plate mill there are two rolls t

in opposite direct ch backed by a

driven by twin 4,000 h.p, D.C. motors, and
in spite of its size and the gigantic quantity

of steel passing through it, its operation

is controlled by one man.
The new plate mill is part of a £6,000,000

arge roll to resist the immense pressure development scheme that wi in

In the mill shown P
above, the work rolls weigh 29 tons each »

back-up rolls 72 'I llcV

tput of steel plate still further. Two
slab re-heating furnaces, mechanical
s arid other equipment are to be added.
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Button

By John W. R. Taylor

CHANCE VOUGHT'S new F8U-3 without having to move the controls. When
_ Crusader III interceptor, which flew

for the first time on 2nd June this year, is

one of the most remarkable

he has climbed high enough, he can push
an "Altitude hold" button for automatic

ever built. At first glance it

aerop
looks little

cruising at that height; and when he has
turned towards the target, depression of

different from the F8U-1 Crusader, which another button will keep the Crusader
has been in service on board carriers of the pointed in the right direction. To change
U.S. Navy since early 1957, Its nose is course, he simply has to dial the direction

lie wants on a "Heading select indicator".longer and more pointed, it has a swept
forward engine air intake, and there are To circle over any chosen point,

two additional fins under the rear fuselage; pilot can utilise other push-buttons. There
but the important changes are are even electronic devices which calculate

Ml «fc*

packed out of sight inside its neat airframe. in a flash whether a particular manoeuvre
As would sc too

much strain on the

In the picture above the Chance Vought I 8U-3
Crusader III interceptor is shown with Sparrow
missiles on the sides of, and under, the fuselage,

aircraft an

explained in

Airpass article

in last month's
M.M., air forces all

over the world are
trying to find ways
of making the job of

the fighter pilot less difficult. They believe, very worthwhile safety feature in an
that no ordinary squadron aircraft designed to fly and fight at twice

if

it

eby limiting
movement of the

is a

rightly.

pilot should be expected to fly a 1 ,300 m.p.h. the speed of sound.
aeroplane, work out his own navigation, Such hiidi performance is made possible
searcli for the enemy and fire the aircraft's bv the installation of a Pratt & Whitnev
guns or rockets all at the same time. turbojet, giving almost 26,000 lb. of

Fire control systems like Airpass are thrust when its afterburner is in use. At
able to take over much of the responsibility
for finding and firing at the target. The

top speed, this is equivalent to 90,000 h.p.,

yet the Crusader III can stay in the air for

more than three hours at lowrer speedsCrusader 1 1 1 has also an advanced electronic

flight control system, so that its pilot can without refuelling or carrying external
go where he wants to go and do what he tanks.
wants to do by buttons To cram so much power, fuel and

After take-off from a carrier, he need electronic equipment into a fighter only
only push a "Mach hold" button and the 39 ft. 1 U in. in span and 58 ft. Sj in. long
electronic equipment will ensure that he represents a tremendous achievement, and

it has not been done at the expense ofinues to climb at

angle lie < iiOOSeS s or

i
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Like the the new version has a and returned to a norma! low-drag position

two-position, variable-incidence wing
any aero-modeller knows, the greater

As during flight Still greater lift and bctt ;

control are ensured, on the F8U-3 by a

angle at which the wing is set on the fuselage, boundary layer control system which

the greater (up to a certain point) is the lift high-speed air over the w 1 n tf» flaps

it aces. As a result, the wings of a during landing.
Because of these design

features, the F8U-3 is

more
low

to fly at

Ihan many
subsonic aircraft; and it

ieht and landing

III being towed on the ramp at the Chance Voughl hangar,

'orce Base, California, U.S.A. Ventral 6ns for stability at high
The Crusader
Fdwards Air Fo
speeds are visible below and in front of I he tailplane.

vertical position.

does not share the
stability problems
encountered at high

by some other
supersonic fighters. The
two under-fuselage tail-

fins help in this respect.

During take-off, low-
speed
they extend horizontally,

but can be turned almost
vcrt ica 1 1v downward to

give Intercast 1 stability at

high speeds.

There can be little

doubt that the F8U-3 is

one of the most promising
types yet produced for

the U.S. Navy. It has
In flight ihey are in sufficient endurance to

cruise at high altitude

far from a carrier

carrier-based fighter ought really to be set force, ready to destroy any attacking

at a large angle of incidence, because they bomber, or it can be poised on the ship's

would then continue to produce plenty o'f catapults; ready to streak toward any

lift at low speeds, enabling the aircraft to enemy detected by radar.

come in to land slowly and safely.

Unfortunately, large incidence results in

Its armament consists of Sparrow III

missiles, infra-red Sidewinder missiles which

a lot of drag at high speeds and is not home on to the heat of an enemy's engines,

norm on a supersonic fighter.

But Chance Vought have overcome the
or a mixture of the two, with a fire control

system to seek out the target in all weathers

and direct the missiles automatically. Itproblem very neatly, by pivoting the

Crusader's wuig so that it can be set at a can be adapted to carry s

large angle of incidence for take-off and electronic intelligence equipment, photo-rc-

landing, as shown in the upper illustration, connaissance cameras or external fuel tanks.
I

Another view of this new version of the Chance Vought Crusader.
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Track
By Peter Lewis

T the Motor Show no fewer than
twenty-five different cars were fitted with

forward speeds—low and
high—as well as reverse. For the low gear

Borg- Warner Fully Automatic the three above-mentioned units operate in
Transmission, a system so popular that two series, while for the intermediate gear a
million are currently in use throughout the
world. Recently, the Rootes Group loaned
me a Hurnber Hawk so fitted.

is no gear lever or clutch, just a
selector quadrant, with a lever immediately
'- ' ' of the

-

multi-disc clutch locks up the front
epicyclic gear set so that it rotates as
unit. The drive is then through the torque
converter ami reduction of the rear

in steering wheel, on which
are indicated—from left to right five

epicyclic set only.
For high gear a sin

cou the
plate clutch

engine output direct to the
positions: 'P* for Park, 'N' for Neutral, gear-box output shaft, giving a direct one-

to-one ratio and

*

passing both the
torque converter and
the gear system.

entireThe
i ssystem

hydraulically
operated and
includes a manually
operated selector
valve, coupled

to thedirect ly
selector lever on the
steering wheel
quadrant, as well as a
governor-operated

ve that controls

In

T>' for I 'rive

the gear changes.

Bruce McLaren, No. 48, in action with a Formula 2 Cooper on the ultra fast
Rheims circuit during the 1958 French G.P.

the
position the governor
takes charge and all

go, up andgear
down, are made

'D' for Drive, 'R* for Reverse, and 'L' for automatically in accordance with the
Lock. The last of these can be engaged at combination" of
any speed, but preferably below 40 m.p.h, position of the
It locks the transmission in the low ratio
for such occasions as when sustained

speed and the
pedal under

automatic
engine
hilly country.

from low to
is required in abnormally intermediate on part throttle takes place

at 10 m.p.h., but heavier pressure on
The engine can only be started in *1 J

'

or the accelerator will produce full throttle
conditions and the change will not takeN , and the driver then moves the lever to

' D
car moves forward, with absolutely no fear
of stalling, and it only remains for the
driver to steer the car, I can believe the
Borg-Warner claim that driving manipula

Jnder light accelerator pressure the place until 35 m.p.h. Thus the change
at 18 m.p.h.

until 55

from in isiate to high
on part throttle, but not
on lull throttle. However, by 'kicking down
the accelerator hard, the change to high

m.p.h

tions are cut by 70 per cent., and this means gear can be delayed until 68 m.p.h.
a much less fatigued, accident prone driver
on today's jam ed roads.

Engine wear is reduced, for the governor
will not allow the engine to labour on hills

Basically, the automatic system consists or over-rev. in the gears, and 1 found the
of an hydraulic torque converter and two governor on the Hawk reallv was the "boss",
epicyclic gear sets in series; there are three Even so, I clocked 95 '

m.p.h. on the
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Then of course there is the Alexander
and Sprite, which 1 drove recently at nearly

good value in KM) m.p.h.; the increased performance for

today's market at £1,261 7s. Od,, including this fascinating new B.M.C. model, like

4-cylinder, 2,267 ex. Hawk, a full six sealer

motor-car that is not only shape
luxurious, but i

P.T. The I {org-Warner full '-. automatic all Alexander conversions, has been

transmission costs a further £172 10s. 0d. f
achieved with no sacrifice whatsoever in

including P.T. or reliability. In fact, as Michael
Christie told me
recently: "W e

have always
d e v e 1 o p e d
conversions so t hat
we can oil er tin

average driver
more pleasant and
Safer motoring
such as the
ability to
overtake quickly
on the con
road s of toda\
Maxim inn speed
is a secondary
consideration/

1

Now 4 1 -year old
A Humber Hawk—one of an increasing number of cars being fitted with Borg-Warner Christie
Fullv Automatic smission—undergoing tests at the Motor Industry Research

Association Testing Ground at Nuneaton.

1 s

Alexander Conversions

introducing
power brakes in

the form of servo-
brake conversion kits for the range of cars
handled by Alexander, and iin mediately

Marly in 1H54, winn I had a Morris aiu-r the Motor Shu* the distributors will

Minor, I took it over Haddenha in be able to fit Lockheed, and later Girling
Buckinghamshire, one day and called on kits, in an hour or so.

Michael Christie. He had just started I have tried several Alexander cars with
converting' Minors into very rapid little power brakes and they are most impressive.
motor cars and since then five thousand This move by Christie to provide such
cars belonging to average drivers ha v been advanced braking: for the [Com. on page 552)

converted to Alexander
specification, including Morris
Minors, Hillman Minxes,

w w

Standards and no fewer than
Z.A. Magnettc

to the introduction
current Z.B, model.

: pno r

of the
Today

there are over 40 Alexander
distributors in the United
Kingdom as well as

overseas,

the Alexander
introduced with

the full backing of the Rootes
Group; and the

Last year
M i nx was

developm with

Rootes is that a customer
can order a Sunbeam Rapier,

Hillman Minx
Gazelle from
dealer in any

or "er

Rootes
&f the

world and specify that it is

modified by Alexander before

delivery.

An Austin A.35 engine modified by Alexander. It has special high
compression pistons, a modified cylinder head with larger valves and

, and twin carburetters. The conversion gives most Impressive
acceleration and a cruising speed of over 80 m.p.h.
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ing

in

Ghana
By the Editor

\V/E have gone to theW new state of Ghana, in

West Africa, for our cover
this month, Until recent K
this was a British
with the name of the Gold
Coast. The state with this

romantic name is in the
Gulf of Guinea, on the west
coast of Africa, and covers
an area of 92,000 square
miles.

There are four constituent
parts In the region. The
first is the coastal district,

long known as the Gold
Coast Colony. North of this

comes the of the Lifting logs in Ghana by means of simple but effective tackle for loading
on the lorries that take them to the coast for export or to the sawmills.
The wood is utile, a hardwood of the mahogany type. The illustrations
to this article, and the photograph on which our cover was based, are by

J. Allan Cash,

Ashantis, a famous warrior
nation with which several
wars were fought in the
closing years of the last

century, and north again are the Northern lingered on until 1203, when its remnants
Territories. The fourth part is in the east, were absorbed by other empires that came
and was part of what was formerly German

' that came under British Mandate
after the first World War, Between them

into ce.

There is a nice touch of tradition and
of the picturesque in the revival of the name

these areas have a total population of more Ghana for the independent State that
than 4,00<).(ion started life in West Africa last year he
The whole area became an independent territory of course is a tropical one, oi great_*_ ^i-^ -«-- rr . , ^ ...

interest, as are the people who live in it. It

has a great river, the Volta, running down
State within the British Commonwealth on
6th March, 1957, and manv readers will no
doubt recall television and newspaper to the coast from the north, and there are
pictures of the events that accompanied
the change, as well
of them.

mountains along its eastern frontier, that
as newspaper

To most of us
i is in Tocola i id.

name Ghana
^ In of the country

where rainfall is ample, it is covered by dense
was a new one, but it is actually one with tropical forests, while in others the land is
historic associations, for centuries ago there of the savannah type, that is an area of
was a great West African empire known grassland, with scattered trees, where the
by the name. This appears to have been
founded as early as the fourth century a.d.,
that is about 1,500 years ago. It actually
covered the area of the

rainfall is not so heavy.
Rainfall is of special interest in a country

such as Ghana, which derives its prosperity
present French from the fertility of its soil. In the drier

an, to the north of the Gold Coast region. regions the principal crop is cocoa, a fact
it reached a heig
about 500 years after its foundation and

ht of prosperity that no doubt is known to practically every
reader of the Magazine. Ghana indeed
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prod u c two thirds of the entire world at Dwinasi, are right in the forest area.___ _ _ _ _
'

supply of this commodity. Other products where they occupy a site on which formerly
come from the trees that abound, including there was only a small African village.

of course palm oil, which plays such a great Before the forest area was entered,
and enumerations of thepart in modern industry. Mining also plays careful surveys

timber content were carried out. Thereaftera great in the life of the country
gold indeed coming second to cocoa as far as roads were driven through the heart of the

forest, so that large fleets of logging vehicles
would be able to penetrate far into the

the value of the
concerned, while other

arecountry's exports
products of this

industry are diamonds, manganese and the regions where they would take over the logs
_n _H _ _

ore of aluminium known as bauxite
But

from the fleet of tractors with creeper tracks
the most picturesque of that was used to haul the logs from the

Ghana's products, as our cover suggests, sites where the
are the timbers that its forests yield. The
timber industry is organised, and

progress. Actually
of trees was in

making of access
can be regarded as just as important

operations are carried out on a large as the felling of trees, for if the timber
scale, as the illu

suggests.

It is interestiim to follow the methods

on this page could not have been easily brought out and
taken down to the coa^t for export, the trade
in it could scarcely have developed so

the timber industry has been nun kh
All i he vehicles used by Gliksten (WestThis can be realised from the

work that has been done by GHksten (West Africa) Ltd. for conveying logs from the
Africa) Ltd,, a company that has been tree felling areas are of the well-known
operating for 1 years or so in a remote part British A. E.G. make as indeed the
of the western for*st> of Ghana. There a illustrations on these two pages will show

built up.

industrial community has been to those who are familiar with the
Its sawmill and headquarters, characteristics of British motor lorries.

Logs of from 7 to 10 tons in

weight are common, and the
company is now producing
more than 10,000 tons of
logs in the forest each month.
Part of this output is

converted into board timber
in high-speed sawmills of
the company, and the rest is

exported in the form of logs.

Both logs and the lumber
sawmills are

throughout the
hardwood importing
countries of the world. For
shipment abroad the logs

are transported to Takoradi
vhere a great port has been
built, and large numbers of

them are there to be seen
surface of

log pond,
prior to being loaded. Logs
also reach Takoradi by rail

our cover scene shows
a on a
wagon under the crane that
handles the big logs.

Naturally Africans
comprise the greater part
of the staff of the company.
They number about 1,500
and are housed in

A lorry load of logs in the western forest region of Ghana on their way
to the sawmills.

accommodation that IS

provided by the company
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The
4 4

down
Flying

Sco tsm a n ,

*

first stop
Newcastle,
Is shown near
Grantham,
headed by an
A4 Pacific No.
60028 "Walter
K. Whigham".

Rai Notes
By R. A. H. Weight

Aboard Cross Country Expresses

and oth« v

ted to
Apart from the many excellent steam

oxpress and long-distance passenger trains ope
and from London, there is a very useful selection of

cross-country services providing through carriage

facilities between many important cities or towns of

Britain. They are not as a rule very fast, but by coiling

at the majority of principal stations and junctions on
their diversified routes, they provide connections to

numerous points on other lines, often with only one
change.

In a good many cases these trains operate over more
than one Region, with interesting i xamplrs of engine-
changing and of through locomotive running from one
Region's tracks to another, part way, Some long
journeys are operated alternately; out one day

t
back the

next, by, say. LM.lt and W.R., E.R. or N^E.R., and
Southern, etc.* including restaurant cars and their

crews, A great deal of railway and other interest is

afforded to the observant traveller en route on most
runs,

Sections of such journeys I have sampled lately

included the Birkenhead- Bournemouth joint W.R* and
S. R. service; it happened to be the lattcr's turn to

provide the rolling stock and cheery meal service, and
it was a well-filled 12-coach train hauled, as per daily
routine, from Chester to Oxford, through Shrewsbury
and Birmingham (Snow Hill) by W.R. 4-6-0 No. 5025
Chirk Castte. On a regular return duty from
Bournemouth, penetrating well into W.R. territory,

West Country 4-6-2 No. 34040 Crewkcrne now took
over and bowled ajong a section of the Paddington-
Bristol main line by rural stretches of the Thames at

speeds up to 68 m.p.h., before diverging round the
curve to Reading, West, station, thence on to the
secondary W.R, route to Basingstoke, >o gainfatg the
S.R. main tracks and proceeding via Winchester and
Southampton.

At Oxford I saw King Arthur 4-6-0 No, 783 Sir
(ultcmsre arrive with th< northbound Bournemouth-
York-Newcastle Lhrougb train. An alteration in the
locomotive* working for this service recently provided
for the southbound cspr ^ to be haul- d by a W.R.

4-6-0 from Oxford to Bournemouth. In another joint
L.M.R.-W.R. longdistance train from Manchester to
Plymouth, with through carriages to the Torquay Unci.
by way of Crewe-Shrewsbury- Bristol, I travelled
behind Britannia Pacific No. 70020 Mercury, through
grand Welsh borderland scenery past Hereford and
Pontypool Road on the way to the Severn Tunnel.
From Brighton every morning by way of Chichester-

Southampton go through trains to Bristol and Cardiff
(joint with W.R.)', and all-S.R. ones to Bournemouth,
usually hauled by Schools 4 4 s, and to Exeter-
Plymouth. Two of these normally convey Portsmouth
portions west of Fareham, though on a busy day when
I was aboard the Brighton- Plymouth train, this section
alone consisted of 12 heavy coaches with refreshment
car, taken as far as Salisbury by West Country No*
34048 Crediton, which returned with the Cardiff train.
No. 34047 Cattingtun was sharing a similar out-and-
back duty. On summer Saturdays many additional
services of this kind run, mainly bo and um coastal
resorts.

New Locomotives

Steam class 9 2-10-0 No. 92196 I as b< n allocated to
36A, Doncastcr depot. No, 92230 has gone to 84C,
Banbury, and Nos. 92231-4 to 86G. Pontypool Road,
with others following. I saw No. 92235 with a south-
bound freight from Hereford on I Oth September.

Diesel-electric additions are announced as follows:
Nos. D55I4-5, 1,250 h.p. A1A-A1A, 30A, Stratford;
No. 05300, 1,160 h.p. fin-Boy class 2 for suburban
working, 34 B, Hornsey; another of a fresh tvpe

f No,
DS700 Co-Bo 1,200 h,p„ to I7A, Derby; and Nos.
DS402 4, Bo- Bo 800 h.p. class i t to Stratford. All are
mixed traffic designs.
Other 1 Co-Co I express 2,000 h.p. class 4 locomotives

ba d at Hornsey and working from King's Cross are
Nos. 208-9. Six-wheeled shunting diesels arc Nos*
D3680-2, 3GA, Stratford; Nos. D367S-9, S2E, Percy
Main, Northumberland; Nos# D361S-8, 86B, Retford;
No. D3527 (amended allocation), 88 B, Cardiff, East
Dock: NO& ]>:*.s;u> 7. 63B, Stirling; and No. D3574,
ISA, Toton.

Six-wheeled diese I-mechanics] shunting: Nos. D241 I,

to 60A t Inverness; D2S74-5, 68C, Stranraer; D2576-7,
62A, Thornton, Fife. Four-wheeled diesel hydraulic
shunting: No8,D2725-7

f 64A, St Margarets, Edinburgh.

Down the Great Northern Line, EJL
During August 1 was able to observe and record in

my notebook customary details of
destinations and times

engines, loads,

»etc*i passing through Potters
Bar- Hat field- Wi Iwyn Gard> n City in aft* 1 noon and
1 arty evening on an ordinary weekday as well as one
of the peak Saturdays. During the former occasion,
inward expresses ahead of time included the 3.8 arrival
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non-slop
an extra

fine

at King's Cross from Newcastle headed by
chimney A3 No, 60055 Woolmmk? (a r« markable
performer on heavy; Jong turns last summer); The
Fair Maul, 6.6, from Leeds and the 6.40 from Glasgow;
worked respectively by streamlined Pacifies: Mtk:$
Beevor

9
Wild Swan

t
Seagull, The Northumbrian, headed

by 2,000 h.p, diesel-electric No. D207, The flying
Scotsman, in charge of A2 No* 60513, Dante; The White
Rose with V2 2-6-2 No. 60881.

The Elizabethan was late

that day, but the A4 engine
No* 60013 Dominion of New
Zealand appeared in good
condition; it made many
through London-Edinburgh
runs on the "world record

last season. With
coach, 10 on

t
the

northbound Talisman topped
Potters Bar summit in

style hauled by A4 Lord
Ttiringdott

f
followed by the

sole 4-6-4, No. 60700, on the
4.5 p.m. to York and Hull.

Then came Bl No. 61366 with
II coaches on the 4.15 to

Grimsby and Cleethorpes, V2
Green A rrou on a York
express goods, and Bl No.
61139 and LI 2-S-4T No,
67749 together on an outer
suburban residential train in

which 1 travelled from the

fine new Potters Bar station

to Hatfield.

Recently built 2-10-Os
passed on fast and
freight, also an express parcels

train. They have proved
their capacity to handle
long-distance, as well as semi-fast passenger trains!

On tire Saturday, with intensive main linn services

operating and mostly with fair punctuality, 1 noted 7

different A4 Pacifies, In A3s, II A Is and 2 Alls, There
were 11 V2 2-6-2S, 3 diesel-etactric D20u class express,

9 Bis and 1 B17 4-6-Os, with 1 each Kl and K3 2-6 us.

On shorter and local duty were Li 2-6-4, N2 and K7
0-6-2 tanks, etc.

Master Cutler on the Marylebou rtmtr*. The fast each-

way morning East Coast services on the Edinburgh-
King's Cross run are styled The Morning Talisman,

instead of The Fair Maid; they do not work between
Edinburgh and Perth and call additionally at Berwick-

on-Tweed,
In consequence of heavy track reconditioning, bridge

reconstruct ion and similar work preparatory to

i 1 ctrification, now being put in hand on the L/M.K.

*

One of the fastest fully-fitted freight trains passing Oakleigh Park on its way
from King's Cross to Edinburgh, The Pacific Locomotive No. 60125 "Scottish

Union'
1

is working it through to Newcastle, This and the photograph on the opposite

page are by Mr. M. W. Earlcy.

main line from Huston,
with r -\t\\v \ Starts

some extra time is allowed at

The extra

Winter Timetable Features

included aNovelties beginning during September
Pullman service named The Master Cutler between
King's Cross and Sheffield, involving one journey each
way in 2} bra; with a stop at Retford, and on< up and
down in 2 hr* 55 mi il calling also at Peterborough
and Grantham. There are also 2-hr. timings in each
linction for six trains betwi n Liverpool Street and
Norwich calling at Tpswirh

t
including tin- fifcfjf dkman,

Braadsman, East Anglian. These new timings present

considerable acceleration, involving high intermediate
speeds, and are rostered for haulage by 0200 type

diescl-electric locomotives. There is no longer a

present, with earlier starts m rnaav cases

1 aledonian high speed London-Glasgow and return

trail introduced for thesummer have been discontinued

as have certain holi ty, local or other trains in all

Regions. Otherwise for the most part last year's

generally Improved standard is maintained.

Several of the last remaining slip carriages have been

withdrawn bv W.R., necessitating one or two added
This "is the case with the 1.50 p,uu Bristol-

Padding ton express booked to cover the comparatively

short, slightly downhill or level, 4IJ-mile start to stop

length from Swindon to Reading in 3fi min., averaging

681 m.p.b.. now thr fastest schedule in Britain.

Southern Ti

While at Southampton, Central, on an August

Saturday for some hours, 1 recorded the following

locomotives on frequent Bournemouth main line trains,

nearly all Waterloo expresses, but including a few

from Brockcnhiirst-Lymington^ or
three emanating from the

running to and
Swanaae via Wimborric, W . R • system via

Basingstoke; 9 different

West Country and 4
Merchant Navy Pacifies,

3 of the latter rebuilt;

6 Lord Nelson, 2 B,R.
Class 5 and 3 King
Arthur 4-6-0s; 3 Schools
4-4-0s; and 5 B.R, Class 4

and 3 S.R. 2-6-0s.

The pioneer engine of the
Southern Schools class.

No, 30900 "Eton 11
, on a

Bournemouth-Brighton
train passing Bosiombe.
Photograph by G. 0. P.

Pearce,
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uarding

Goodwins
By

J Mannering

high water, and remain
fast for a tide or two, it

A ship lies high and dry on the Goodwin Sands at low water. This wonderful
photograph, which illustrates well the character of the Sands, is reproduced

by courtesy of the Harbour Master, Dover.

generally means
end. The swirlin

sweep the
unevenly from

her
t ides
ands
her

1 1 E Goodwin Sands, which lie almost keel, and very soon the ship breaks in two.

on the

London, would
of the great The Goodwins are careful! v marked with

i system of buoys and lightships, and onlv

•such an evil reputation if they had not lain in the worst condition of prolonged fog

in the way of the busiest shipping route m when a ship may have lost account of her

the world, the Strait of Dover. They are position, is there any excuse for making a
some five miles off the coast of Kent, mistake. And with the additional aids of

directly in the route of all traffic bound to radar and wireless direction finding,

and from the Thames or the North Sea,

and the English Channel, Parts of the

accidents are happily rare.

In a or poor visibility, the lightships

Sands arc uncovered at low tide, and sound a powerful diaphone, or hooter, each
cricket matches have been pla\ i d on them giving a different number of blasts every so

the weather was line; but they many seconds. So the captain of a vessel

constitute a danger to big ships at all states can easily recognise what part of the Sands
of the tide.

The Downs, Which is the shel

of water between the land and the Sands,
s t rc

opposite was a favourite anchorage

he is approaching, and can lay a course that

will take him away from the danger.
The three lightships guarding the Sands

are the South Goodwin, the East Goodwin,
in the days of sailing ships, for those waiting and the North Goodwin, each one bearing

for a fair wind, But the proximity of the its name clearly painted in large letters.

By night the\ show powerful revolving

a different number of
Goodwins made it a treacherous place in

really bad weather, and the approach to lightso
and from the was a 1ways

each giving

imperilled by these dangerous Sands.
es at different periods of time, so thru

they may be easily identified. They are so

every modem aid to navigation occas
make some error in their courses, and in fog

Even today, powerful steamers with placed that any ship coming up channel has
only to pass all the lightships to port, thai

is, having them on her left hand, and she

or bad weather run on the Sands. If they will be led safely past all danger. On
are lucky enough to go on while the tide passing the North Goodwin; she may turn

is rising, they probably get off without to port and head for the North Foreland
much difficulty, for powerful tugs from and the approach ch mnels to the Thames
Dover, the French ports or even the Dutch estuary.

coast are always ii ulv with steam up to go Similarly ships coming down the North
to aid of vessels aground on the Sea or out of the Thames, leave the Good win

Goodwins, But if a ship goes on at or near lightships to starboard.
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One of
Sands

Goodwin
The

the three
lightships,

illustrations on this page are
front photographs by the

author.

There are some
buoys placed between
the "lightships, so that

in conditions of poor
visibility, a ship's

may see and
identify a buoy before

he can see the next

There
channel

is

"inside"
another

the

Sands, that is, betwen n

them and the Kent Coast, which is used by which can be very eerie when heard in a fog.

coastal traifie and vessels bound for Dover But a sailor or fisherman, by watchin
or listening, can tell as heThis channel lies to the westward of the

Goodwin Sands, and is known as the Gull approaches a Uu.y which one it is from the
inlormatiun on his chart and in his Nautical
Almanac.
Among buoys marking the inside passage

past the Sands are the South Brake, a port

hand chequered buov, and the Goodwin
by con u al shaped buoys, painted black, and Fork, a starboard hand buoy, conical

Stream, It is marked by buoys.

All channels on the British coasts are

marked in the same manner. In going up a

channel, towards a port or estuary, the

is marked on the starboard hand

on the port hand by can shaped buo\ *s and painted black. The latter is a bell-bin v

which are flat topped and round, like a and even on the clear-sunny day when the

huge can, and are marked in a chequered
"

photogra illustrating thi^ article were

ern in red and white, or red all over. taken, the irregular tolling of this bell was
Actually the larger buoys as shown in a mournful sound. Out there on the i d^r of

the illustrations are made of openwork the treacherous Sands, it seemed to be

metal, which from a distance gives the tolling for all the brave men who have met
appearance of a conical or can shaped buoy.

This is done for lightness and buoyancy,
As well as a distinguishing Hashing light

their death on the Goodwins.
Hut thanks to the men of the lights!

and the crews of the vessels that tend the
11US

the more important buoys have a bell that buoys, putting down fresh ones as required,

Or they may be of newly painted and stored with gas for theirtoll> as the buov
the type called a Whistle buoy, worked by flashing lights, the Goodwin Sands are far

air pressure which is activated by the motion less destructive than they were a hundred

of the buov. In effect the whistle fcraoj and fifty years ago, when Nelson's ships and

makes an intermittent low rnoaninR sound, heavily-laden East Indiamen passed by

The South Brake buoy on
the left, and the Goodwin
Fork buoy, on the right,

mark the inside

Gullthrough
between
the Kent
former is

assage
bream t

the Sands and
coast. The

hand
left

a port

buoy, marking the

hand side of the passage
for vessels proceeding
north, and the latter

marks the opposite side

of the channel.
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Air

News
By

John W. R. Taylor

Aerobatics

The S.B.AX. Display
at Farnborough can always
be relied upon to produce
something new and
spectacular in the way of
aerobatics, and this year
was no exception.

Most startling of all was
hup.- 70

Page Victor
the
ton

sight of the
Handlev

and Avro Vulcan bombers sweeping up in a half-loop
and then rolling off the top like? fighter 'planes; This
technique is used by small aircraft eqiiij i 1 with th
Low Altitude Bombing System (LABS), in order to get

away as far as possible from the explosion of their
own atomic bombs, but had not previously been
demonstrated by aircraft the size of the V-boznhers.
It involves releasing the bomb during a fast climb,
then doing a half-loop and roll-out and Streaking
for home while the bomb is completing its trajectory.
Nor were such manoeuvres restricted to fixed-wing

aircraft, because Westland lest pilot Roy Bradli
persuaded the Wessex anti-submarine helicopter to

roll off the top of a half-loop twice daily.

The Big Helicopters

Technically, the helicopters stole the show this year,
with the Bristol J 92, Fairey Rotodyne, Saunders-Roe
P.531 and Westland Westminster all making first

The Fairey Rotodyne helicopter in the air, with
undercarriage retracted.

them entered regular serv
route on 13th March 1952.

favourites with

on the I ondon - Paris
They soon became firm

passengers; because of the spacious
comfort of their cabins and the uninterrupted view of
the ground resulting from their high-wing arrangement.
Their reliability and safety were also outstanding, and
their two 2

f
600 h.p, Bristol Centanrus engines could be

operated for I r
7H0 hrs. between major overhauls,

which is longer than almost any other engine in tin

world.
In nearly six ami a half years of operation by ELM, A.,

[Elizabethans Hew 30 million miles, carrying nearly

2J million passengers. They will continue to be seen
for many years in the insignia of new owners, in places
as fat away as Australia.

Helicopters of

appearances,
ig news was that Okanagan

\ ancouvrr have placed the first order for a Rotodyne,
which they will use on passenger services between city
centres in Canada in two or three years time. With a
fleet of 5-1 helicopters, Okanagan are the largest
commercial operators of this type of aircraft in the
world, and their contact followed news that th
Rotodyne will be built also under licence in the United
States by the Kaman company,
At Farnborough, the Rotodyne was demonstrated

for the first time with its proper retractable under-
carriage, and looked very smart as it swept past at about
170 m*pji. We were not allowed inside it; but there
was no nwd to eo on board its competitor, thego on Doara its competitor,
Westminster, to see the interior, because the prototype
"flying crane" version has an uncovered steel- tube
fuselage.

Flown by "Slim,f
Sear, the Westminster look off

backwards and showed surprising agility for so large a
helicopter, promising a very useful performance when it

tlies as a nicely-str*-ami ued 45-seat passenger aircraft

in due course*

Farewell to B.E.A.'s Elizabethans

British European Airways came a step nearer to being
an all- turboprop and jet airline on 30th july t when it

operated its last Elizabethan service from Cologne to
London-

Altogether 20 Airspeed Ambassadors were built as
the Corporation's Elizabethan fleet and the first of

Helicopters Save Cyprus

The main job of the helicopters of No. 284 Squadron
of the R.A.F. in Cyprus is to help track down terrorists
:irul transport British soldiers, but they have also played
a big part in reducing the destruction by fire of valuable
forests on the island.

In 1956, forest fires destroyed 30 sq. miles of timber;
last year the total was cut to 2| sq. miles. The reason
is that the helicopters can often spot the first flickers

of lire whilst skimming over the tree-tops, and are able
to report them by radio before they spread* Fire-
fighters and equipment are also flown speedily to special
helicopter landing sites that have been constructed at
strategic points in the forests.

Flying Boats to Madeira

Although Aquila Airways have now ended their flying

boat services to Madeira from Southampton and Lisbon
the island will not lose its only air link with the outside.
world, A new company named Artop has bought two
flying boats from America, for operation between Lisbon
and Madeira until the island's proposed laud aerodrome
is built.

Britain's Greatest Air Export

Although it is by no means a new aeroplane! the
Hawker Hunter remains one of the real stars of
Britain's aircraft industry. During the S.B.A.C*
Display, No. Ill Squadron of the Royal Air Force
put on an unforget table daily acrobatic display in
their Hunter Mk. 6*sf

including'loops by no fewer than
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A view
Hawker
T.7 that shows
well the "saw-
tooth" wing
leading-edges
which are a
feature of all

current Hunters.

22 aircraft in a
single formation.
In addition, we
were reminded
that Hi- Hunter
has earned more
than £180 million
in export orders,
which is an all-

time record for
a British
aeroplane.
One of the

latest versions is

the lwo-seat Mk.
7, shown in the
accompanying illustration,
with the Mk, 6 fighter, exce for the side-by-side
seating in its wide cockpit and the* removal of all bu
one of the usual four 30 mm. cannon. It is used by
the R*A_F. for training, hnt it is equally suitable for
combat duties, nnd can carry two I f000 lb. bombs and
two ion-gall- fuel links under its wings.
The Hunter Mk. 7 and the naval Mk. 8, which has

an arrester hook, are in serVke with ihe R.A.F., Roval
Navy, and the Air Forces of India, the Netherlands
and Denmark,

This is almost Identical Except for its short r single-seat fuselage, nose radar
and wing tip-mounted missiles, the X-156F is almost
identical with the T-3S and is being developed for use
from short airfields in forward combat areas. Where no
airstrips of any kind are available, it will be able to
take off from missile- type launchers with the aid of a
bonder

Supersonic Trainer

A two-seat ti :ier even faster than the Hunter is
the Xorthrop Tm Weighing fess than 11,000 lb +t it

combines the performance of a supersonic fighter with
small size, simplicity and low costs, and is scheduled
for use by the U.S.A.R Air Training Command.
The prototype T-38 was completed on 15th August,

four days ahead of schedule, but will not make its first
flight for some months as its two General K I metric J 85

The T-38 spans 25 ft. 2 in., is 44 ft 1 in. long and h
x peeled to have a top speed of about 850 m.p,h.
The N-t$6Ff with afterburners, should be capable of
at least 1,300 m,p.h.

Britannia Doubles Business

Since the Israeli airline El AI introduced turboprop
Bristol Brkanntas on to its transatlantic services last
December, it has carried more than twice as raanv

During the fir^t half of I957
f

it flew 3,456
the Atlantic in piston-engi tied

lightweight turbojets are not vet ready for delivery." V followed soon by the N-I56F fighter, of which
* lower

It willl _____ , ,
a mock-up can be seen in the background of th
illustration on this page.

passengers,
ersons across
onstellations. In t In; same period this year, using three

Britannia 3\3% it carried 8,882 passengers.
Business has, in fact, become so good that El Al

have ordered a fourth Britannia. Until it is ready for
delivery, Bristol have lent them a Britannia 305 to
meet traffic demands.

« • * *

Some squadrons of Lockheed F-104
Starfighters of the U.S. Air Force
have on their strength a mechanic
about 4 ft. tall, whose job is to crawl
inside the narrow air intakes and
inspect the front of the aircrafts

1

79 turbojet engines for

tween flights

damage

* •

After a late start, Britain's aircraft

industry is producing some of the
finest guided missiles in the world,
Sweden has chosen the ramjet-
powered Bristol Bloodhound as its

standard antiaircraft missile.

advanced versions may one day offer a
defence against the long-range ballistic

rocket. No less satisfying is the news
that Saund ere- Roe's Black Knight
rese.ireh rocket worked perfectly on its

first rest firing, reaching a record
height of 300-400 milra at Woomcra.

The first Northrop T-38 supersonic jet

trainer awaiting delivery of its two
General Electric J85 turbojets. The
mock-up aircraft in the background is

the N-156F counterair fighter which
Northrop Is developing for NATO,
SKATO and other free allied nations*
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Freight

By

"North Western"

HEIGHT
and parcels

trains scared

v

share the
glamour of the

i m p o r t a in
passenger services in the public eye. Many, and Fife. Nicknames used by the staff for

but nut all, of them are night birds, known freight ins are not new, as Western
only to the men that run them and the staff Region enthusiasts well know, but the use of

that with them at their starting or official titles for these Scottish freighters

destination points, and intermediately. is at least an indication of their importance.

But, by night or day, they are important
enough to rate a Pacific for haulage at

times, as last month's M.M. cover reminded

The day in, day out regular running of

special express fitted trains, giving an
overnig

us. Particular attention !<> Hi.-

-
is given

running of such freight servit es and one of

the m ni- iiotaHe
developments
British Hailways has
been the steady
increase in the
n u mbcr of t h t

vacuum -brake d
express freight
trains now in service

throughout the various Regions.

In the picture above No. 60838, a "Green Arrow"
2-6-2, makes a lively start with a fish train bound
from Aberdeen to the South. The illustrations to

this article and much of the material on which it is

based are reproduced bv courtcsv of Scottish

service between the points
*

named, with feeder service connections to

adjacent stations, is widely appreciated by
traders.

The industrial belt

of Scotland bench ts a
great deal from thc^c

services, but Scotland,

reproduced by courtesy
Region, British Railways.

i t in u s t b
rem em be red

e

is

largely agricultural

and the greater
Tlu proportion of the gra in and potato

number of these is to increase as production is despatched by rail,

more vacuum-fitted vehicles become potatoes, grown chiefly in the heart

rural Scotland, are brought to the nearestavailable, this development being an
important part of the overall modernisation station by the farmer. Individual wagons
plan for British Railways are v

As is

and
from one of the pictures in marshalling yards. From

brought to

there through
"Railway Notes" this mouth, many of these trains go to England, particularly to the

trains link important centres in England main growing area of the Wash, Lincoln
nties. and within a shortand in Scotland. Some of the Scottish 1Castem

Region trains have their own official names space of time their freight is in the hands
and as much pride is taken iti 1 1

1

customer wherever he may be.

performance as in the punctuality of the Between 400 and 500 special trains convey
more famous named passenger trains. potatoes in an average season, and an
There is for example The Pipt efficient organisation ensures that they are

ng between Paisley,

Aberdeen, then there is The Killie between
A herd e e n a u d Kit m a r n o c k a n d

,

Inverness and over the border within 24 hours of 1 icing

loaded.

Hundreds of thousands of tons of grain

appropriately, The Fifcr serving Ayrshire are also despatched by rail to the outli
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A rear end view of the "Blue Spot" fish train leaving Aberdeen

every year In keepmg with the modern oralis running on "The Fish** has been
trend for new equipment, British Railways traditional for years, and so far as Scottish

bustling efforts.1have a fleet of 500 bulk grain wagon
type familiar to all Hornby-Dublo railway
owners—and these units are becoming

Region is con
of such express engines of other days n* the
North British Atlantics have

available in increasing numbers every year. to the smoother progress

given place

of modern
Fresh meat is also sent from the North Pacifies or mixed traffic 2-6-2s, such a-

Fast Coast in considerable quantities daily, No. 60838 shown in one of our pictures,

mainly to London, Ventilated containers Similarly the rolling stock used has
of what is known as the FM type are used undergone chan
to convey the meat

ges and with the idea of

thereby ensuring it

arrives in prime condition at destination. has been
erating the existing services, resea

going
These through trains

f

on for some years with a
run daily, view to improving the performance of the

maintain a passenger-like schedule so that
the meat arrives at the proper time in

London for the daily markets.
Another important traffic passim? from

rolling s toek
January

carrying

this

the fish, So in

first veh icles

axle boxes leftfitted with roller

Aberdeen for King's Cross. This train

Scotland, principally the North East, to known as the "Blue Spot Fish Special"
a new improved service for

ic from the North I Cast of

London and the other main centres of the inaugurated
th, is the carriage of fish. Through the fish

trains run daily at passenger
delivering this perishable con

schedules,
w i t h

Scotland to the London markets. British

Railways are very conscious of the necessity
the utmost speed to its destination. of providing speedy and reliable transport

for for long

distance markets and,
following upon
extensive tests bv
Research and Technical
Departments, 275 vans
have been fitted with
roller bearing axle boxes
and are used exclusively

on the fish specials

between the North East
of Scotland and the

The special "Blue Spot" vans have
been loaded with their perishable

freight from these road lorries.

South. Many of these
vehicles were fitted in

the Cowlairs (Glasgow)
Carriage and Wagon
Works of the Scottish
Region of British
Railways.

"BlueThe name
i r

is explained by

Continued on page 552]
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Speed

By

John W. R. Taylor

OOX after a Lockheed F- 104 A Starfighter

of the U.S.A.F. Air Defense Command
set up a new height record of 91,249 ft. in

May of this year, it was decided to try and
break the world air speed record with
another aircraft of the same type.

The aim was to beat the existing record

of 1,207 m.p.h., held byaMcDonnell F-101

A

Voodoo fighter, so that the new figure could
announcedbe on Forres Day,

Saturday, 17th May. But by the time the

National Aeronautic Association had set

up its official timing equipment, Capt.

Walter M. Irwin, the U,S.A.F. pilot chosen
for the job, had only Thursday and possibly

Friday morning in which to make his

Nobody doubted that the Starfighter was
fast enough. More than three years earlier,

on 25th March, 1955, Lockheed test pilot

Captain Walter Irwin, U.S.A.F., cHmbing
cockpit of the Lockheed F-104A Starfighter

he set up the present speed record.

from the
in which

"slot". After changing to another

Goudey had flown the XF- 104 Starfighter, he tried again. This time the

prototype at 1,150 m.p.h. on the 10,000 lb. speed was disappointing.

thrust of a Wright )$5 turbojet

same year, fitted with a more
The third attempt looked as if it would

uce a splendid record, but as Irwin

powerful General Electric J79 turbojet and banked round fur the return run, after

afterburner, a Starfighter had reached flying precisely one way at more than

1,320 m.p.h.—equivalent to twice the 1,500 m.p.h., a wire broke in the afterburner

speed of sound.
One of the

noz: mechanism. With
problems, especially moving in over the course,

as Capt. Irwin had little time for practising, up for the day

high
had to

cloud

was that record living under international At 6.45 a.m. on the following morning,

rules requires a tremendously high standard Cai t . Irwin took off again. Within 20 min,

of piloting accuracy. For example, he knew he was back on the ground with an almost-

he would be disqualified immediately if his certain new record of 1,435 m.p.h. to his

height vaned by more than 100 metres credit. Unfortunately, it could not be

(328 ft.) at any time during the two runs accepted because of a fault in the cameras
over the 10.1 -mile speed course, 40,000 ft. of the timing equipment. Even worse,

above the ground near Palmdale Air Force mechanics reported that the 179 engine of

Base, California.

The heat barrier also created difficulties.

the Starfighter had blown a gearcase oil seal.

It looked like the end, because this

and Irwin was warned that if he allowed particular aircraft had an improved type of

the Starfighter to fly too fast the air engine which could higher

slamming into the twin intakes would build temperatures than earlier models, enabling

up so much heat that it would melt the the machine to be flown at higher speeds;

engine. This meant that he was unable to but Irwin decided to make just one more
open the afterburner to full throttle during attempt
his speed runs. Taking off quickly, he completed his

At six o'clock on the morning of Thursday, downwind run at 1,465.41 m.p.h, and the

15th May, he hurtled down the course for return at 1,342,97 m.p.h.—and on Armed
the first attempt, only to discover that he Forces Day America had its new record,

been unable to inside the 100 at an average speed of 1,404.19 m.p.h
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Secti

OW nice it would be to

have an address in

Paradise! There actually

is a narrow street in which
that name can be seen, and
1 think it is worth while

adding to the narrow
streets already mentioned
in the AI.M. The s t ree t

itself leads up from the

harbour at Scarborough.
Raymond Taylor, of Shaw,
near Oldham, who sent me
the photograph of it on the
right, has been unable to

find out the significance of

the name, which describes

a short section of the
street, and is wondering if

some reader can offer an
explanation.

The street leads towards
St. Mary's Parish Church,
in the graveyard of w
nov

repeat the success they
achieved last year with a
model railway exhibition

J

that they organised in aid

of their Church Funds.
They chose Horn by-L)u bio
for their layout, which was

-

simple in design and easy
to construct, fn it were
nearly 300 ft. of track and
28 The buildings
were all put by

Bronte is buried.

members, who made good
use too of Dinky Toys.

the running of
trains supplied real
liveliness that greatly
delighted the 1,000 people
or so who visited this

display, which was more
successful than the
organisers could have
hoped for. A large number

the famous of locomotives were employed and there
1 1 i idier were both passenger trains and goods

it are the ruins of Scarborough traffic on a large scale, the latter keeping
Castle, which was built about 800 years goods yards busy throughout the display-

ago, and in the yard of the Castle are he A Hornby Gauge railway also was on view,

remains of what _
must be one of the

oldest buildings in

the country, a
Roman signal
station looking
out over the North

Earlier this year
a group of

and girls
Wollaton, near
N o 1 1 i n g h a m

,

decided to try to

On the right is

Hornby-Cubic layout
at an exhibition in

Wollaton, with some
of those who planned

and operated it.
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Spanner's

r

Section

Juniors

Fig. 1. This
simple Sledge can
be built fro
parts in Outfit No

asy Bu nq

A Simple Sledge for Outfit No.

1

bolted at one end to the foremost Flat
unn ion, are bolted also to the m*X$"

This model is designed especially for Double Angle Strip at the front end of the
Meccano enthusiasts
Outfit No. 0. A

who
ft

an
two

Sledge. A 3J* Rod is held in place by Spring
Clips in the front holes of the 5£* Strips that

Fishplates 2 are bolted to each end of two form the sides of the model.

2$*xi" Double Angle Strips 3. Two more
5|* Strips are each curved slightly at one
end and they are connected by Angle
Brackets to the Fishplates. Two 2.4* Strips

extend the 5£" Strips at the rear end. These

5fr* Strips form the runners of the sledge.

A Trunnion 4 is bolted to the rear

i list of the parts required to build the
given at the end of this article.Sledfce is

An Articulated Tank Lorry (Outfit No. 3).

The chassis

Tank Lorry
tractor unit of the
two 5£" Strips 1

2rx|" Double Vngle Strip a to t hi-

Trunnion are bolted two Flat Trunnions 5.

joined at the rear end by Angle Brackets
bolted to a Trunnion 2. A Flat Trunnion
at the front end of the model represents

A Trunnion connected by the same bolt as the radiator grille and it is bolted by Angle
that which holds the Flat Trunnions 5 Brackets to the front ends of the 5T Strips 1.

together, forms one of the seats of the A second
sledge. Two Curved Stepped Strips, each F 1 a t

Trunnion
Completes

Grille.

h

Fig. 2. Outfit No. 3 contains
needed to build this Articulitei
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wheels are 1* Pulleys with Rubber Tyres, Brackets 8 bolted to the rear end holes of

and they are mounted on two 3|^ Rod*
mounted in I

; bolted to the 5

J

Strips 1 as shown
The bonnet of the model is made of two

2J*x2i* Flexible Plates
and bolted to the 5|* Strips 1 of the chassis.

of

The back and sides

the 5^ Strips support a Semi-Circular
Plate that forms the back of the tank. The

i-

rear end of the tank casing is a 5J*x2£
/'

Flexible Plate bolted to the ends of the
5£* Strips. Two 2£" Stepped Curved Strips

to each end of this Flexible
Plate. The wheels are Wheel Discs mounted
are

the cab consist freely on Bolts,

which are lock-
nutted to the centre
holes of the Stepped
Curved Strips. Two
4|* x 2J" Flexible

complete the
casing, and a

Pulley without
boss represents the
manhole cover. A
2J Semi-Circular

Fig 3. The tractor unit of the Art!
seen from underneath.

Tank Lorry

Plate and an Angle
Bracket are bolted
to the front end of

the tank and a \"

Bolt in fixed in the

Angle Bracket forms
a coupling by means
of which the Tanker

is hitched to the Tractor unit. The Bolt
projects into a hole in the Trunnion 2 of

mainly of a 5Tx \\* Flexible Plate curved
the ctor t nil.

as shown and connected 24" X|*
Model builders who a Magic

Double An«le Strip 3, and two 2 A* Strips 4

are also held by the same bolts. A 2|* x I A"

Flexible Plate 5 is at each end to
the 2rxT Double Angle Strip 3 and art

Angle Bracket 6 joins it to the bonnet. The
back and roof of the cab are formed by a

2T X2|" Curved Plate 7, whi. ti is bolted to
the 5i*xir Flexible Plate.

A Reversed Angle Bracket 9 is bolted
three holes from the rear end of each of the

5 1* Strips of the chassis and Formed Slotted
Strips bolted to them form the rear
mudguards. The
front mudguards
are also Formed
Slotted Strips and
these are each
bolted to a Double
Bracket that in turn

is bolted to the side

of the bonnet.

Motor will no doubt like to use it to drive
tank lorry. This can be done quite

easily, but it may be necessary to modify
the Tractor somewhat to accommodate
the Motor,

Parts required to build the Articulated Tank Lorry:
1 of No. 2; 2 of No. 5; 4 of No. 10; 2 of No. II; 8 of
No. 12; 2 of No. 16; 4 of No. 22; 1 of No. 23; 2 of No.
24a; 55 of No. 37a; SO of No. 37b; 8 of No. 38; 2 of
No. 48a; J of No. 52; 2 of No. 90a; 4 of No. I lie;
J if No. 125; 2 of No. 1 26; I of No. 126a; 4 of N< I 12c;

1 of No. 188; 1 of No. 189; I of No. 19<>; 2 of No. 191;
I of No, 192; 2 of No. 200; 2 of No. 214; 4 of No. 215.

required to build the Sledge: 4 of No. 2;

5; 4 of No. 10; 4 of No. 12; t of No. 16; 2 of
No. 35; 19 of No. 37a; 17 of No. 37b; 2 of No. 48a;
2of No. 90;.; 2 of No. 1 1 1 <:; 2 of No. 126; 2 of No. 126a.

Parts
2 of No

The Tanker unit
is based on
5J" X 2£* Flanged
Plate to each side

flange of which is

bolted a 5£* Strip

that overhangs four

holes at the rear
end. Tw«> \ i

i
g le

Fig. 4. The Tank unit of the Articulated Tank
Lorry.
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oNIL f the
gratify

with
Club

g things
associated

t V

manufacture of

Toys is the knowledg
of the joy and pleasur

they are gi to

young people. It is very
satisfying and pleasing

to know that in some
perhapsonc

r

IS

fu

way
helping to

and pleasu
lives of these boys and

members of the Club,

obtain from their
collection of Dinky Toys.
The children concerned

aged eight,

6£, and
1 >avid. who is only four,

and they arc the children

of

d of

I

girls,

I was remi
this recently
received from a member
of the British Forces,

stationed in trouble-
torn Cyprus, a very in

which he told me of the
three young children,

Christopher K, Roberts, Wera, Salop, six

years old, Is the fortunate possessor of over
Toys, which he uses in

B. E, Wilks,

R.A.F. The photograph
reproduced below
shows the children with
their fine collection of

and Super-
fine wood

c that was
• onstructed for them by
gar;i

their
_- -

1

y
conjunction with a

train

fine Hornby-Dublo
layout.

enthusiastic C I u i

members spend many
hours playing with their

Toys and their collection

esting in number- over 170 models all different.

pleasure his Now for this month's newcomers. A fine

whom are example of a quality British car, the A.C.

David, Linda
and Douglas
\VHk*

r
who

live in
Nicosia!
Cyprus,
displayingtheir
wonderful
collection of
Dinky Toys.
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One of the two latest addi

Dinky Toys range is this

model of an A.C. Aceca
(Dinky Toys No, 167),

|[ions to the
fine

III

aluminium.
The Studebaker Silver and Golden

Hawks, probably best described as family
liveAceca Coupe, and another beautiful model. sporting hardtops, accommodate

of the fine American Studebaker Golden people quite easily, the bench type seats

Hawk, are the two latest additions to the

y Toys range. Both of these have now
their a

spacious by any standards. The
Golden Hawk, the faster of the two, has a

ppearance in the shops and powerful 8 cyl. 4736 c.c.

already are being eagerly bought up by engine that develops 275 b.h.p.,

enthusiastic collectors. The A.C Aceca capable of speeds of over 120 m.p.h. Power
Coupe is Dinky Toys No 167 and brakes and steering provide effortless

Studebaker Gulden Hawk is Dinky Toys driving. Another distinctive feature is

No, 169, and both are worthy representatives

of their originals

The A.C. Aceca is basically

the attractive radiator grille which follows

the more conventional type of European
stylin or

Two very attractive colour schemes are

available also for the Studebaker Golden
1 lawk, In one of these tl is

enamelled stone colour with red boot and

-top version of the Ace, com
exceeds 100 m.p.h. either with
engine or the Bristol 2-litrc available as an
optional extra. All four wheels have
independent suspension and transverse rear ide panels. The rear lights also are

laminated springs and wishbones, and red. The headlamps, grille and bumpers.

disc brakes can be fitted at extra cost. and the edges of the side panels, the door

These features, in conjunction with a

tubular chassis of rem?

contribute greatly to the comfortable road

holding qualities of this high performance second colour scheme, the body is green,

with stone coloured boot and rear side

panels. The other details are as in the first

scheme.

handles and the horizontal headings are

aluminium, and the wheel hubs are turned
aluminium. White tvres arc fitted. In the

sports car.

The new Dinky Toys A.C. Aceca Coupe
can be obtained with a grey body and red top

or with a cream body and top finished in In the upper picture on page

1 >rown

.

Both models can see the

532 you

have turned aluminium
wheel hubs
t>

black

Aceca ;md the Golden
Hawk arranged in a

cars.

tatclv newcomer to the Dinky Toys range of American
This is the Studebaker Golden Hawk (Dinky Toys

No. 169 .
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The AX. Aceca and the Sludebaker
Golden Hawk featured in an

-1 attractive setting

ition to a range of

straight there are

half and quarter circles and
smaller sectors, so that road
junctions can be laid down
easily. It is possible too with
these components to arrange

at an angle to each
other as an alternative to
merely riuht-angle inter-

sections. The new Pavement
catalogued underSet is

Dinky Toys No. 754.

Many of my young friends

in the Dinky Toys Club have
told me that although they
possess lots of Dinky Toys,
they are unable to make up
road layouts owing to the

lack of sufficient

their homes,
may appear quite a problem
it is really not so difficult

to overcome and there are

space m
While this

simple setting and I am sure you will notice many ways in which a layout can be
the elegance of these two splendid tnpdels, arranged I ' Veil in the cram
and the fine effect given by the new turned spaces

of

aluminium wheel hubs. As an instance of this, look at the lower
There is one other new item this month picture on this page. This shows really

1 am sure will be eagerly welcomed playable layout
and which will be found of the
v ; 1 1 u i

on a dining room table

is made up entirely

in making up either small oi

large layouts. This new item is l set

of Pavement sections, with which
is possible arrange roadwa
all kinds. The various
Set are made
coloured
indicate

attractive and easily

layout arranged on a dining table by
9-year old Rubin Hyslop, London S.E.26
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Dodd
ft

a bout:

Layout Tips

N recent talks I have mentioned something Points in an interesting manner an- 1 some
of the use of Hornby Rails and rolling useful variations in running are

stock, and as if to illustrate one or two of possible as a result.

the
New

mentioned an M.M. reader
Zealand, Graham Pilgrim,

in

of

Notice how some of the rolling stock,
and at least two engines, are standing off

Palmerston North, has sent the photograph the track. This is inevitable when a layout
that you see reproduced alwve. This shows of this kind is being prepared, or is in
part of a fine display of Hornby railway course of dismantling. Normally we should
equipment that was arranged fur a special always try to keep our stock on the rails

purpose at Ms school
in Palmerston North.
There are some other

*

assuming that thereo
is

ideas that occur to
mind too, and we will

come to these later.

Graham Pilgrim, a
enthusiast, sent in the

New Zealand

siding space
Hornby

picture above showing a
special display arranged at his school. The layout
is extensive and provides some interesting running

possibilities.

specially for it as

there

to

shown.

seems
layout

on
occasion mentioned

Evidently a fair

amount of space was
available for the railway, at least in the there were plenty of engines available for
matter of length, which is always a good running the trains, and there seems to have

of straight been some unusual double heading, toIt means that
c can be incorporated between the judg the two engines coupled together

curved sections that necessarily form the on the train in the foreground. Here we
have a Tender and a Tank Locomotiveends of the average oval-shaped railwav.

Not that there was any shortage of curves coupled back to back, an interesting
either, as the photograph shows. These instance of the adaptability of Hornby
have been worked in very well in order to Clockwork Locomotives. Such a
provide running loops and alternative combination would make it necessary for
routes. In the section that you can see in the "driver", or in other words the operator
the centre of the picture they fit up with an th< winding up, to remember that
Acute Angle Crossing to form a kind of one engine would have to be in forward
tijLl ._ Oil _J JT*1_ _ * -j* m *m Mm + m

ure 8" system. This combines with gear and other in reverse for any
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particular movement
together.

This management of

the two engines coupled
together raises a point

is

to
not always

beginner.
has a reversing

knows that
its train

backward as well as
able to haul it

engine
it will

CT
5

forward

.

But quite
frequently in real
practice engines carry
out train

when running tender or
bunker first according
to their type* So the

miniature railwayman
wants his engine to do

A Hornby No. 50 Locomotive running tender first in what Is clearly a busy yard.
The Tender carries a lamp on the appropriate bracket.

ofthe same, Willi the except ion <>f the No. 2c I vehicles composing the train. By way
Locomotive, which does not reverse, this contrast, on the track alongside a No. 50
is readily possible with the engines of the Tender engine is running in the normal
Hornby system and in the upper picture chimney-first direction with its train.

on this page you will see a Hornby No. 50
Locomotive
along the track

its first

T tender-first running
makingopportunity of

brackets that are provided on Hornb}
Locomotive Tenders Nos. 50 and 5 1

.

this lower picture you will notice

the loop of the automatic coupling on
Low-Sided Wagon is placed over the

provides the hook at the front of the No. 40 Tank. This
use of the lamp is the correct way to do the coupling

way
with a local goods train.

operation as two different types of

Couplings are involved. The front ends of

In the lower picture the No. 40 Tank Hornby Locomotives are not provided with
engine looks as though it is hauling a train automatic couplings, but the No. 50 goods
bunker first. It may be doing so over a vehicles and the corresponding Nos. 41/51
short distance, because it is engaged in passenger rolling stock do have them,
shunting operations, in which forward and Matters work out quite satisfactorily if the
reverse movements are recptircd in turn in scheme shown is adopted. The link of the

to assemble or separate the different engine hook would not fit over the specially

shaped nose of the
automatic coupling on
the Wagon. This note
may help those of you
who have been faced
with this little coupling
problem, and have

w to do
about it.

Such things can occur
in real practice, where
perhaps coache3 with
auto-couplers and
ordinary screw
coup lings may come
together. Often the
auto-coupler is hinged,
and can be swii ng down
out of the way to

ordinary

Two goods trains on a Hornby layout. The Tank engine in the foreground is

making a shunting movement.

disclose an
hook that can take the
screw coupling of the
next vehicle.
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OOX after the appearance of the August reads "Antarctic

Dep., Scott Base/'
20 Ja. 5S. Ross

M.M., 1 began to hear of other covers All of you of course will

carrying large numbers of stamps. One of realise that the cover marks the historic

them , from F, Kenned v . Horsham, meeting in the Antarctic of Sir Vivian Fuchs

establishes a new record, for it has on it no
fewer than 103 stamps, the total value in

the stamps of Columbia its country of

origin

and Sir Edmund Hillary.

Another envelope of which I received a
seen below, is remarkable for the

about £2. All these stamps number of postmarks it carries. Anyone
were on the face of an envelope measuring of course can fill up the face of a letter with

13*xl0*. and the sender remarked that stamps, but only postal authorities can get

they left little muni fur more!

There were envelopes distinguished in

with This letter was
in Nairobi and addressed to

other ways among those of which I heard. Albertville in the Belgian Congo, and

One, sent by S. S. l'ethybridge, Newton "

" " ""

before destination
3

it

nip

This must be a record of some kind.

Abbot, had 23 Queen Victoria 2|d, stamps
and 11 5d. stamps of the same reign. impressions and 7 endorsements by hand

Its interest lies in the fact that it was sent

towards the end of

last cen t ii rv.

With the picture

of this envelope
Mr.
also sent me the

photograph
reproduced at the

head of the page.

This cover is not
remarkable for its

number of stamps,
but for it s

which

The envelope pictured

oa the right travelled

a long way out of its

Photographcourse,

by E. Teskey-King P
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anica Miner
Cutting up to 5 Tons of Coa a Minute

'
I "HK National Coal Board now has

in a British mine the world's1 worki
most efficient

whirling arms, turning in

Tig
opposite

coal-cutting machine—

a

directions, cut the coal with great speed
This falls in front of the head and is

continuous miner costing £50,000 that will gathered into a central opening from which
cut considerably more coal per shift than it is carried backward by a scraper chain
is obtained from any coal mining machine conveyor, to be discharged at the rear at
at present operating in Europe.

This machine is known as the Goodman
continuous miner, It has been
to a high degree of efliciencv in the United in an

any convenient height from 3 ft. to 6 ft.

above floor level.

In several years experience of this miner
ican coal mine it has been found

States from a British coal-cutting machine, capable of producing from 600 to 1,000 tons
and has been assembled in Cumberland by of clean coal per shift in varying conditions,
the Distington Engineering Co, Ltd", and it can work 24 hours a day. The output
Workington It has concluded its trials at is so large that (the usual equipment lor
the N.C.B. Central Engineering Establish- conveying coal away from the face cannot
ment near Burton-on-Trent, and is now in keep pace with it, and new means of handling
service at the Pentreclwydan Colliery, in coal cut by it are therefore being sought.
South Wales. The machine has worked successfully on
The picture on this page shows the front gradients up to 1 in 4, either rising or

of the machine, which weighs 32 tons. To dipping.
many its performance will bring to mind Most of the coal face is cut and broken bv
stories they may have read of marvellous the two rotating units, each of which has
machines, something like submarines, that two short arms and two long hinged ones
can claw their way through the earth, that lock in the extended positions. Tungsten
tunnelling underground at great speed over carbide tipped cutting picks mounted on the
long distances. It does work by driving arms cut into the face, and the cores
straight ahead through the coal seam.

In front of the machine are two large shorter arms of the rotors, which are
rotating cutter arms, which work in wedge-shaped and direct the coal towards
conjunction with a trimming cutter chain the central conveyor that takes it to the

between the cuts are broken out by the

round the sides of the head of the machine. back of the machine. A 150 h.p. A.C. motor
As it advances on its crawler tracks, the drives the cutting assembly.
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Th VertiVeyor

Competition

How to prepare an

your entry

sen in

LAST
Com pet for models of the

eyor manufactured by J
1 1 ^ons Ltd.. Loi I this

d So

prizes to a total value of £100
, Col lis

) Ltd..
being offered by Messrs

Ltd
.

,

1 Mecca

ppl
for models of the VertiVev

ilesig >

goods from floor to floor

The VertiVevor is designed to take

its loads of goods tnd

to discharge them automatical!)

t pre-determincd p I-

media detail- d
of it were given in the October M.M.
and a further illustration <>f the

VertiVeyor appears on this p l-'iill

details of the pri;

contest are given
the Competition is

the Magazine.
The many inter

to be offered in the How to prepare and send in your entry

in pa
open to all aders

l

'1

features of

The Competition is open to readers of all

ages, living in any part of the world, and

entries will be divided into two Sections,

A and B. Section A will be for model-
ey be repii .duced in different builders who will be under 1 5 years of age on

vs and with a variety of Meccano p
thai building ;i model of it offers pi

of scope for ingc on th

31st January, 1959, and Section B will be

con lined to model-builders who \wlt be aged

indi 1

who
a nd

Meccano constructors. Readers
M th

part of 15 (>r over on that date. A separate and
complete set of Cash Prizes will be awarded

wl10 did not
Competition,
the original

in Section

announcement last month, can still obta

copies

f-

of the October Meccano Magazine
have a few left, but they should apph
em immediately.

List of Prizes to be Awarded

Section A

, . .

r

m **

£ s. d.

10

6
First Prize, Cheque for

Second Prize, Cheque for

Third Prize, Cheque for 4

Ten Prizes, each of a Cheque for .. 2

Section B
First Prize, Cheque for

Second Prize, Cheque for

Third Prize, Cheque for

Actual models must not be sent

Photographs or drawings are all that is

required, and although the

must be the competitor 'sown unaided work.

the photographs or drawings may be

prepared by others if necessary. The
competitor's age on the 31st January 1959,

together with his full name and address,

. . . i * •

r -

fe i #

Ten Prizes, each of a Cheque for ..

16

9

5

3

must be written clearly on the back of each

photograph or drawing ami these should be

sent, together with a short description of the

mechanical features of the model, to "The
Competition,eyor Model-Building

Closing Date for Entries: 31st January, 1959.

Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13".

Entries will be judged by
Collis and Sons Ltd., Meccano

and all prizewinnersjointly,

notified by post as soon as possible

the closing date,
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Among

Mode

Build

11

By

Spanner"

Four Movement Gear- Box
with matic Brakes

Master R. Sutherland, Cupar, "Fife, has Fig. 1. A modified four movement gear-box
automatic brakes, designed by R. Sutherland, Cuparsent me details of modifications he made to

the four movement gear-box described in

the September 1957 A/JI/ T hese were
planned to increase the usefulness of the
mechanism by providing an automatic
brake for each of the winding shafts

Pinion is attached to each
The

using onlyControl is still exercised by
two levers.

The base consists of a 5J* X 3£" Flat Plate
strengthened bv Angle Girders, with a
3£"x2A* Flanged Plate bolted to one of the
Girders. Two upright 3|*X
Plates connected by a 3

A

bearings for the winding shafts.

Flan

The input shaft is a Rod 1 fitted with a
Pinion 2 and two Double Ann Cranks 3

and 4. a i fitted with a

mounted
1 >ouble Arm Crank by two n
Pinions on the §* Bolts mesh with the
Pinion 2, and the Double Arm Cranks are
free to turn on Rod 1 but are held in place
by Collars, By turning the Double Arm
Cranks the Pinions can be moved into mesh
with 57-Tooth Gears on the output shafts 5.

vement of the Double Arm Cranks is

controlled by levers located in quadrants
formed by 2J* Stepped Curved Strips. The
levers are connected to the Double Arm
Cranks by 4±" Strips 6, lock-nutted in

position,

The bs ike mechanism on each side
consists of a 5|* Slotted Strip 7 arranged
with its slotted holes over two of the
output shafts. The Slotted Strips are
spaced from the Flanged Plates by Washers
on the output shafts, and they axe held in

Fig. 2, Another view of the four movement gear-box

place by Collars. A f" Bolt is screwed into
each Collar and a §* Bolt 8 is fixed centrally
by two nuts in each Slotted Strip. A 2"

Strip is bolted to each Slotted Strip and is

connected to the corresponding Strip 6 by
a l£"x£" Double Angle Strip."

The mechanism is arranged so that \ ith

the control levers in their central positions,
the |* Bolts in the Collars engage the Bolts 8
and prevent all the output shafts from
turning. Movement of a lever in either
direction engages the drive to an output

and automatically releases the brake
on the same shaft.

Governor for a Clockwork Motor

The device shown in Fig. 3 is a powerful
" by H. II. Taylorgovernor

*
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Jose
built

Vich, Zaragoza, Spain, with a fine Big Wheel
for him by his father, from the fine Meccano
Outfit that he used in his own young days.

at

Huddcrsfield, for the purpose of extending
the running time of a Clockwork Motor in
cases where only a Ii^ht drive is required.
It consists of a Wheel Flange 1 fixed to a

* Double Angle Strip su
one end by the Motor casing while at the
other it is bolted to a 12|* Angle Girder.
A Rod 2 passes through the Wheel Flange
and carries a J* Bevel Gear driven from a
1 1" Bevel Gear on the Motor output shaft.

2rx|

near the top of Rod 2 is a DoubleI'i;

Arm Crank 3, to which are bolted two 2
Slotted Strips 4, with their slotted holes at
the outer ends.

Two Rods 5 are held in Rod and Strip
Con nectors nt"

i

i n ted on a & Bolt
passed through the lugs of an End Bearing
(>. The End Bearing is fixed on a 1* Rod held
by two Collars in a Double Angle Strip
fixed to the 12A* Angle Girder. The Rods 5
each carry a bob weight consisting of two
1 $* dia. Flanged Wheels, and a Collar near
their lower ends, which project into
slotted holes of the Slotted Strips 4.

When the Motor is set j.n motion Double
Crank A and Slotted Strips 4 rotate,

carrying with them the Rods 5. Centrifugal
force causes the Rods 5 to move outward

along the slotted holes in the Slotted Strips

until the ends of the Rods bear against the

flange of the Wheel Flange 1, thus providin
an effective speed governing action.

ft

Meccano in Spain

The upper picture on this page shows
Jose Vich, the five year old son of Sn.
L. Buil Vich, Zaragoza, Spain, with a model
of a Big Wheel built for his amusement
and entertainment by his father. Sn. Vich
was a very keen Meccano enthusiast in his

younger days, and he tells me that he
derived so much pleasure and instruction

from the hobby that now he wants the boy
to have the same chance of experiencing
its delights as he himself did.

Fig.

governor
suitable
f o r

tending the
running
time of a

Clockwork
Motor in
cases
where only
a light
drive Is
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MODEL
OF THE

MONTH

Addmg

Mac ne

M
the

ODliL-BULDKRS
welcome the return

"Model of

feature

much easure since _ introdw
tion in March
splendid and unusual model
adding machine that we have
chosen as the iirst of the new series

Month
given

ft. 1. An Adding
ine that will add

up to a total of 999.

will be of outstanding interest. ThiS is

fully illustrated in the accompanying
pictures.

building the m together with a li-»t of

As usual, con; details for

the parts required are available for readers,

free ofcharge apart from posta ge , To get them

49 59 48

just write to the Editor, Meccano Magazine,
Binns Hoad, Liverpool 13, enclosing

2d. stamp. Readers living in

Fig. 2. An underneath view of the dialling mechanism.
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Fig. 3. The Adding
Machine, with the
cover plate

moved, seen fro

underneath.

18

assortment
other

of gears
mechanical

parts.

The machine has two
operating dials, marked
A and B in Fig. 1 . Each
of these has ten holes

in it, numbered to 9.

By placing the end of

short Rod in the
appropriate hole, first in

the right-hand
dial, and then in

the left-hand one,

and in each case

the dialspullin

around until the
meets a dial i

*

-I! Ml

the
t

appears
mat liine

ione.

e numbers "dialled

window at the head of the
other words, the process of

number to another is carried

dialling on an automatic
machine will add any

numbers to a total of 999.

Canada, Australia, New
F

Zealand. South Africa,
Ceylon, Italy, Rhodesia and
the United Statesof America,
should write to our main
agents in those countries for

of the current

the Month
their copies

Model of
instructions, also, of course,

enclosing suitable stamps for

ostage. Write at once andIt

make sure of your copies.

For the information ol

new readers, the Model of

the Month series deals with
models of a more advanced
and elaborate type. Several

large sectional illustrations

are needed to show their

construction clearly, and as

the space available does not

permit us to include both
illustrations and constructional

details of the model, the latter

are published separately.

The Adding Machine that forms

the subject for this month's model
represents

ct of

a very interesting

model -building

should appeal strongly to those

mod el-builders who possess a good

Fig. 4. The Adding Machine seen from above
after removal of ihe dialling mechanisn

and
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RAILWAY board Talk

COMPANY an

By the Secretary More ou Vehi cles

LAST month I promised to deal more is evident from the fact that when the real

fully than was then possible with the Mallard was included in an exhibition of

PI 5 Train Set, now known as The Flying railway equipment at Noel Park, Wood
Scotsman and provided with Train Name Green, in

and Destination Board Labels.

The contents of this Set are

stated to have
last, it was officially

the star of the show,
in spite of the competition of other forms

were with the former ED PI 5 Set, but of motive power
the
No.

engine now represented is In revising the engine

Mallard, well known as the has hem to

n ru

engine still holding

the maximum
record for steam
traction of 126 m.p.h.

From the picture here
of the Hornby-Dubio

engine you can see

The L15 Locomotive "Mallard", carrying "The
Flying Scotsman" Train Name Headboard. The
double chimney characteristic of this engine is

clearly shown.

model,
a slot just above the
front number plate, so
that the appropriate
Hornby- Dublo
Locomotive
Headboard can be
fitted. The "board"

that there has been a change in the design itself is a stout metal pressing reproducing

of chimney, which now represents the accurately the shape of the real standard

double chimney with twin exhaust outlets headboards, and it is provided with a

familiar for many years on some of the A4s, central "tail" that fits into the slot I have
including Mallard, and now being provided mentioned.

on others of the class. Thus the chimney The Train Name and Destination Labels

casing is longer and with its greater depth already fitted for you on the Coaches in the

at the front end, because of
" "* '"

sloping Set carry the correct titles. Thus, on the

front of the streamlined casing, the revise* I 1st/2nd Coach, The Flying Scotsman and
Hornby-Du bio A4 has a bolder look than Kings Cross-Edinburgh appear_ on two
beforehand one that reproduces exactly separate "boards", but on the

the characteristic appearance of the real there is only the name of the train. This

in general is how the naming of trains is

That we have chosen a popular engine done today; but there are exceptions, as

for the stream lined Pacific in its new form we shall see later.
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This short Hornby-Dublo freight train is distinguished by the inclusion in the rear of the two most recent vehicles
of the SD6 series. These arc respectively the Mineral Wagon and the L.M.R. Goods Brake Van.

Other named trains can now be but they do not have Destination Boards,
reproduced in Hornbv-Dublo in addition A similar practice is the rule on the Torbav
to the standard named Sets. Supporters of Express, for which appropriate Train Name
what is now again the Great Northern route Labels also are available, but the Bristolian

run a Yorkshire service by 1
1
SI II

L

the genera] of carrying
The White Rose Train Name Labels, the Destination Boards as well, except on the
corresponding destination reading Kings Brake 2nd Coaches.

Now for the Sl>6 Mineral Wagon and the
SD6 L.M.R. Goods Brake Van. There is

little doubt that the SD6 Mineral Wagon

Cross-Leeds. Then there is The Fair .

I scarcely need to tell you this

represents the Kings Cross- lvrth service
familiar in the timetables until the end of
this year's summer service, which is now

reaches a new high level for neat
The moulded bodywork is

reverting to its original Talisman title and of extremely line quality and a notable
terminating or starting from Edinburgh. feature is the representation of the botlom-
Our second picture introduces Western discharge doors in the floor.

Region activities in miniature and so brings The SD6 Goods Brake Van incorporates
us to one of the exceptions to the name- all the well-known features of the 20-ton
and-desr ination "rule" mentioned before. goods brake so familiar on London Midland
The trail) represents the Cornish Riviera routes, in the magni style now
Express and the label bearing this title recognised as characteristic of the
appears on the special engine Headboard range. Specially notable are the upper
that I told you about last month. All the steps, by which the guard reaches the deck
Coaches in the train bear the same title, of his van from the lower footboards.

i

"Bristol Castle*'

makes ready to
take on the
Hornby-Dublo
"Cornish Riviera
Express" at an
engine changing
point. The engine
displays the
appropriate

for

Ihis duty.
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Dublo

Dinky

Toys

and

Your

Railway

T TORNBY-DUBLO owners have always in the picture are Ford Prefects, the onlyn been in the habit of us saloon type of car in the series at present,

in conjunction with their railway systems which is as effective here as in life

there

these adds
doubt that the use of The Prefect in the Station forecourt seems
deal to the fun and to have discharged a passenger and is about

interest of working the line. This has been to make its way back to the main road
particularly true since the introduction of again

the new range of miniatures, known as

Dublo Dinky Toys, that hive been designed
built specially for

*"

The Lorry with the figure standing by it

is an Austin, a handv vehicle of short

and
purposes

e

The earlier members
scries were

railway wheelbase well fitted for general road traffic.

the

by

An attractive Hornby-Dublo Station layout, with
Dublo Dinky Toys prominent in the foreground.
These miniature vehicles add considerably to the

effectiveness of the scene.

greeted

owners, not only of

Hornby-Dublo
Railways, but also of

Gauge 00 railways of

any kind. A glance at

the illustrations on
these two pages shows
why they have become
such universal favourites.

The first Dublo Dinky Toys are

and have been well selected, and those that or hands
will follow will be equally attractive and

It is just the thing for collecting and
delivering items at the Station that are too

bulky to be dealt with
by the Morris

r-Up, one of which
you see parkt I near
the er rds

This Pick-Up is a neat
little vehicle suitable

for runabout work of

all kinds, and is quite at home in a Station
yard while its driver collects parcels, etc.,

in for despatch by rail,

In the Station scene a meat train

The Station scene on this page consisting partly of SD6 Refrigerator Vans
gives you some idea of the uses to which is passing through. You will see that two
they can be put. What a difference it makes of the vehicles are Low-Sided Wagons and
to the Station approach if one can have one on these are Insulated Containers. The
or two motor vehicles of various kinds Containers sit comfortably on the rail

bringing passengers or goods to the Station, wagons and they have for some time been
or perhaps waiting for them to arrive! The popular items in the Hornby-Dublo System.
entire scene becomes really alive w With the advent of Dublo Di Toys
realism of the railway layout is strengthened there is now a really suitable vehicle for 00
by giving the Station approaches the right Gauge Container traffic, for the Bedford

- Flat Truck, which appears in the Level

The two Dublo Dinky passenger vehicles Crossing scene on the next page, is exactly
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Road
while
train

Level

traffic is

the local

halted
goods

moves over the
Crossing. The

projecting load of timber
in the second vehicle on
the train requires the use
of a Low-Sided Wagon

to It as a
a

next "runner,"

real railways. Y

train of this kind on
your railway would
liMik really
spectacular, and
ven a single vehicle

so loaded will

to the

give

what is needed for the road part of a

Container's journey. Its long deck takes
the standard Hornby- Dublo Container
neatly and the raised tMid, with the raised

II urn by-D u bio
traffic operator.

In addition to the
special vehicles
the Dublo
Toys series, some of
the standard Dinky
Toys can well be
used for 00 Gauge

railways, as wo have often pointed out.
Those who like to operate road transport

services in conjunction with their railway
Can make very good USe of that well-tried

sides, known technically as raves, ensure Dinky Toy No. 290, the Double Deck Bus.
This is just right for Hornbv-Dublo road

W m m
™*

that the Container will not slide off whi!»
in transit.

And Dublo Dinky Tovs themselves make
purposes and it can be used either for town
services, or to represent the conn bu

effective loads by rail. In the last picture with which we are all familiar. And the
you see the Austin Lorry being run on to a various Coaches, Dinky s Nos. 28 L
Low-Sided Wagon "over the end," and you 282 and 283 will make for variety in our
will find it great fun to add operations like
this to the immense
already available.

of working
miniature road passenger srvices.

Finally, don't forget Dinky Toys No. 420,

loading f *bank" is formed of an
Island Platform Extension, quite a good _

rf

scheme if you have a spare one handy. For the goods yard of anv 00 Gauge railway*
a job like this you need
some kind of loading ramp,
and here a piece of thin
wood, as in the picture, or
even stout card, can be
used. This can be made to
rest on the Wagon buffers
quite neatly if you cut out
a hole to accommodate
the upward projecting part
of the Coupling face.

Sometimes complete
trains of motor vehicles,

*

is aForward Control Lorry, This Ley
good road vehicle for general purposes and
is as handy for our road system as it is in

mostly on low-sided
wagons, are to be seen on

i<Over the end 1

here.
loading is in
The Austinprogress

Lorry is bein** made ready for
rail transport on the Low-Sided

Wagon,
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Hornby-Du

Layout in

Queens
By "Layout Man"

KIAN KUSS (H.K.C. No. 258358), of

Nam hour, Queensland, Australia, is

developing a I lornby-Dublo layout and the

stage that it reached recently is shown by
the reproduction on this page of the sketch
that he forwarded to H.K.C. Headquarters.
Of course the railway is growing, so that
although ii fits on a board 9 ft. x 5 ft. in

its present form some baseboard extension
is likely to become necessary sooner or later,

particularly if an additional outer track is

to be built on to the present circuit.

1 must remark that the diagram is a track

plan Oiily and decs not >\v>\\ tlu* tyjn s qf

Points that arc in itse. As most Momby-
Dublo owners will realise, connections
between the power supply and the track

and the arran of connections
depend to some extent on the

Points in use on any particular layout.

One thing the diagram docs show is that

are some (Hi corresponding position on the opposite side,

system. And as the layout consists broadly Brian has three engines now and with such
of two separate oval systems connected by an arrangement it would be possible for two
lengths of straight track, it would be possible of them to run at the same time, each on its

to operate each oval independently of the own circuit, without interfering with one
other by the inclusion of ing Tabs another. The Hornby-Dublo Turntable
in the straight connecting stretches. One provides for the isolation of the four off-

could be placed at the rail joint just beyond £oing tracks that are shown connected to it.

the upper end of the platform on the right so that the third engine could easily be
hand side of the diagram, and another in a held on a "dead" section for the time being.

Above is the plan
of the layout of
H.R.C. member
Brian Kuss,
of Queenslan d.

Australia. On the
left, "Bristol Castle"
and a 2-6-4T are
seen at work on

the railway.
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Branc News

THE SECRETARY
ABOUT REPORTS

This month another new H.R.C. Branch makes its

debut on this page. 1 "his is Branch No. 569, Silver
Road (Norwich), which also has an associated Meccano
Club, I look forward to being able to give regular
reports of No. 569

f

s

, as I have In

the case of the
Featherstone Castle
(Haltwhfetle) Branch
whose activities were
ftrst reported in i he M . M.
of April last. It will

depend upon the Norwich
Branch Secretary

_

keeping me well
" posted 11 about th<

activities.

Mention of this point

ir

gives me an
opportunity of remind-
ing other Club and
Branch Secretaries that
the more details of their
model- building and
model railway operations
they can supply the more
1 am pleased* Even if

there is not room to
give their reports in full

on this page, the details

supplied are a great help
to me in visualising what
has been accomplished
at the meetings.

A

FORTHCOMING
EXHIBITION
T r t

bv
r a n s p o

I xhibitk'ti organised
i he Norbury Transport
and Model Railway
Club, which includes the
Norbury
held on Saturday, 29th
November, at St.
Stephen's Church Hail,
Winterbourne Road,
Thornton Heath, Surrey.

M.C., will be

display at the Stanley Flower Show. They exhibited
part of their model industrial layout, several Meccano

ing one of a mechanical shovel

—

and an 0-6-0 Crane Tank Locomotive mounted on a
Meccano stand so that the wheels could revolve, and
driven by two electric motors through controls in the
cab. Their display was very favourably commented
upon by visitors. Members have been busy preparing
for the annual Open Day, the main purpose of which

is to give parents and
friends an insight into
the varied activities

carried on. Preliminary
plans are being drawn
up for a large-scale

Exhibition in March
next year- Secretary:
D . F . Trout, 66
S h e rb u r n Terr a ce

,

Consett. Co, Durham.

INDIA

MysoMB MX.
Club celebrated
fifth

1 7th
Mr.

The
its

anniversary on
Jutv last, when
D. "H. Spencer,

Regional Representative,
The British Council,
Madras, was the chief
guest* Nearly fifty guests
attended the function,
and were officially
w e I Gvo mod by t

f

i

after which

Mr. Anthony Bawden. who has Co-Leader with
Mr, B. Tunbridge, of the Launeeston M.C., since this very
successful Club was formed four and a half years ago*

sident,

the -.*cretary presented
report of the Club's

activities and
achievements during th

past five years. Tin
tlebratiori- included

tea, film show. torture
and parties. Several

s contests were
held, and h model-

ing competition,
Mr, Spencer distributed
the prizes and cert ificato
and later addn^ed th*

gathering, 1 he Secretan
is hoping to obtain the
loan of a 16 mm* film

Price ofIt will be open from I 1.0 a.m. until 7,0 p m.
admission I/-. The display on the ground floor of the
Hall will consist of items on all aspects of transport
and on the upper floor there will be a film show of travel

shows on
arranged.

that
can

1dm
be

projector, so
educational and scientific topics
Secretary: Sri. M. N. Radhakrishna, m»K

Chaniaraja Puram, Mysore- 1, India.

BRANCH NEWS
CLUB NOTES

, I mum as (Exeter) M.C.—Attendance continues
to be good, and more members have been enrolled.
Several new models have been completed, two
outstanding items being a large bridge and a windmill
attached to a granary. Secretary: D* Morgan, 33
Cowick Road, St, Thomas, Exeter.
Consett & District yMJCJL MX.—The

and visits

summer
associated H.R.C. Branch were invited by the Stanley
Model Railway and Engineering Club to stage a

outmgs
to places of interest organised during the

were very successful. The Club and Its

Silver Road (Norwich).—Meetings are held on
Monday evenings in St. Mary Magdalene Parish Halt,
from 6.45 until 9.0 p.m., and new or prospective
members will be welcomed* The main activity has
been completion of the centre section of Ihe baseiward
for the Branch layout, and by the time this report
appears in print the actual track laying should be well
in hand. A layout was constructed by the Branch
members as part of a display at the Church Garden

, Unfortunately bad weather marred the event,
and the number of visitors was less than had been
expected. Secretary: I, T. Rix, 26 Falcon Road East,
Sprowbton. Norwich.
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BARGAIN DISCOUNT APPROVALS!
Our Bargain Discount Approvals contain large, super selections of first-class stamps including QE in singles

and sets at 1d.—6d. per stamp, Br. Cols, only or Br. Cols* and Foreign Mi*ed selections available, "Wants"
lists welcomed from regular customers. We pay outward postage and never send again unless you ask.

Write today for a trial selection—there's no obligation to buy.

THE BIRKDALE STAMP CO.
104 Liverpool Rd,, Southport, Lanes.

BARGAIN

FOR

STAMP
rouicrom

ALL DIFFERENT

* SHEET'and

GIANT COLLECTION INCLUDES: GERMANY and

CZECHO, Sputniks. First 2 "Space Stamps".

HUNGARY—Revolution set of S. MONACO
Weddinfi RED CHINA—Canton

of 5. SPAIN -"Help Hungary-
stamp, OLD GERMAN—se-tenant; 2

stamps in genuine joined parr.' LENIN-
-Death stamp. PERU Marian Yr.

-Airman. INDIAN STATES Hyderabad,

Grace Kelly

imperfs. cpl.

surprise

different

STALIN
LATVIA
Travancore C

from all over
BZSfts of other fascinating stamps

the world. Grand total 120 all

different scamps,

'SPACE SHEET* for mail to the Moon, Sun, Stars and

Planets. An original souvenir (not stamps)* A
smasher for your album that not 1 collector in

10,000 will have

MIDGET ENCYCLOPEDIA OF STAMPS, Dictionary

and Identifier, Tells you everything you want to

know to enjoy the hobby. Definitions of terms

used by collector- Identifies thousands of foreign

stamps.

EVERYTHING FOR JUST I - (REGULAR VALUE 4/3)

TO INTRODUCE OUR BARGAIN APPROVALS.

SEND 1/- TODAY,
ASK FOR LOT MC37.

Money back

n^

not delighted.

BROADWAY APPROVALS
;j-

i

^ 486 OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON S.E.I

AS'IMALS TRA /AS
Oiler
SHIPS

t

are all in ray "Tip-Top" DISCOUNT APPROVALS
(6d. in 1/- discount). All customers receive a FREE
PACKET of COLONIAL PICTORIALS and every

contains an EXTRA GIFT. 3d. postage

appreciated.

M.THEOBALD 111)

4 Sipson Roadp West Drayton, Middlesex

Posta Business Only
(NO CALLERS)

TO ALL APPLICANTS FOR OUR BRITISH

COLONIAL APPROVALS ENCLOSING

3d. STAMP.

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER

Q.E. GT. BRITAIN

FINE USED 1/6 EACH10/-

£1

£1 PARCEL POST 2/6 EACH
FINE USED EACH

R. SMITH & SON
81 Redbreast Road, Bournemouth

All Different PACKETS All Different

50 Ecuador 3 2; 50 Roumaiim 13; 25 Mauritius 3/4;
100 Russia 4 6; 25 Venezuela 2 8; 20 Triangles 2/4;
World 500 5/-; 1*000 10^-; 2,0(10 23/-; 3.000 40 '-;

Brit. Empire 200 3/6; 300 6 9; 500 14/0; 1,000 44/-
SETS: Russia 1953 Volga-Don Canal 3 used
MONACO 1958 Lourdps Ontenarv, 7 mint
SPECIAL! ! Great Britain 1840 Penny Black used

Overseas orders welcome

1/9

Postage 4cL H. V. JOHNSON
78 Dale Road,

& CO. Lists Free
ROTHERHAM

10
ALL MINT- INC. ILLUS.
REQUEST QUALITY

APPROVALS or PRICE 1/3
WITHOUT APPROVALS

Applicants must send 3d. for Postage (Abroad
I /- eXtra for Rtyrd .) . Adult collec tors ca i©red
for, If vou wish you may join "THE CODE
STAMP CLUB" Sub. I/-, Approvals sent

monthly. (Postal Src. Est. 1897). We aim to

WRIGHT'S STAMP SHOP (M.19), Canterbury Ltd., Canterbury, Kent
When replying to Advertisers, stamps for i«?f>iy should be enclosed if requested
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Stamp ectors
/

By F. E. Metcalfe

OUR OWN STAMPS

During the past few months several correspondents

have referred to our own British stamps* and one in

particular raised a point that set me thinking. He
rx plained that he collected the stamps of several

countries, and would like also to take up those of Great
Britain. But after examining the catalogue he was
afraid that they were quite beyond him, that is taking

to

so
all issues, for they seemed so complicated and,

quote him exactly, "In the main they seem
unutterably dull, consisting as they do in dull portraits.

and duller frames".
I have to admit that there is substance in that

opinion. The current definitive stamps of Great Britain

are artistically all that we have a right to expect,

and technically they are second to none in the world,

considering what they cost to produce* But 1 am afraid

that I have not the same high opinion of our special

issues. It is the collecting angle that mostly concerns

us here, yet the quality of the stamps we are considering

comes into consideration, particularly when my
corresponds nts raise the point of stamp designs, etc..

Apart from that, there is the question of the number
of issues, and their complication.

Now I think that British collectors should be

interested in the stamps of their own country, just as

most collectors in other countries are interested in their

own issues. 1 am also aware that there are many
readers of the
A/eccano Magatine,
w h o , whale
interested in stamps
in a gener a 1

j#i

w a v
.
t *

not
d

elaborate
»at terns for
he now
Duke of
Wi ndsor.
He de-
manded
something
lain,hen

p e o p 1 e

first saw
the bar e
head of

the then King on the stamps, they did not like them at

all, but they have worn well" and are a pleasant

contrast to the Coronation stamps that heralded
philatdically the following reign, that of King George
VI

T
or the fussy designs of the first definitive stamps

of the same period*

It ut to get back to the KG VI Coronation stamp
for a second. Just notice those crosses at each top
corner. They came in fox a real wigging, for they were
supposed to represent Union Jacks. In view1 of these

kind of things, perhaps there was something to

be said for the simplicity of the KEV11I stamps.
Yes, the Edwardians make a nice start to my
suggested collection*

ling to the first KG VI issue, all the values
are available in abundance, and collectors should
have no difficulty in picking up nice used copies,

with neat postmarks. Mint are getting a bit

scarcer and should be snapped up now. In 1950
there was a change in colour of the values up to

2jd., to conform with what were then Universal
Postal Union regulations. The idea was that stamps
of a certain colour represented standard postal

rates, but all that seems to have gone by the
board through the mult i coloured stamps now
in use in TO many countries.

IVa t errnarks should not be overlooked when collecting

our modern definitive stamps* Those that come from
coils have the watermark sideways (in KG VI Id., 2d
and 2Jd.) and booklet stamps (|cL, Id., l|dM 2d,
i!hhi have it inverted, I recently • x plained how the

latter came about, which is quite interesting. This is

the reason
why they _
have been
listed in

the Com-
monwealth
Catalogue,
whi-re full

d e t a i 1 s

are given.
Besides
the small
stamps
going up
to 1/^
face, there
were of course the more elaborate valu all

areadvance
sts, or even

wish to be. To these

I say, take up the
collecting of our
stamps, from say
the reign of King
Edward V I I i .

Collectors and non-
collectors
literally queued up at post offices when the four stamps
issued in that reign were put on sale, and also at stamp
dealers where the same stamps, overprinted for use in

Morocco, were to be had.
When I look at these stamps I think not only of the

at the time, but also of the

gn. None of your over

it

rush there was to get

neatness of the single desi

recess printed, and one at least of these, the 10/- value

blue-black, is very scarce mint and not at all common
used.
Anvhow, if you get one nice used copy of each of these

KGVi definitives, and it should not be a difficult task,

then yon are getting along quite nicely.

And there are the special issues. I have already

referred to the KGVI "Coronation" stamps, and the

next issue was to commemorate the centenary of the

Pennv Black". Every time i see this latter set 1 think

what little credit it did to the first stamp issued, and
the Postal Administration responsible for it, for

never was there a duller and less inspired release.

If some of the foreign post office- had had the

opportunity to make such an Issue, what an artistic

treat it would have been. And our own Post Office

did its utmost to avoid bringing out a set at all!

The next special issue, a couple of stamps to

commemorate Peace, came in 1946 and was followed

by another set in 19-18 to (Cotu. on page 552)

to
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* ICTU CARDS +

We oiler complete sets itt clean condition.
5M Planes 2 9 30 Trains 2 9 50 Animals

I 45 Birds
5(1 Shit*
50 Cars

2 9

2/9
2 9

50 'Space' 2/9
50 Fishes 2/ 9

50 Cricket 2 9

2 9 1

50 Footballers 2/9 !

50 Coins 2/9 j

10/- !Any 4 for

1 nit different cards 3/- p<'$t free.

ALBUMS to hold 200 cards 2/6 post free.

Send 6d. forCATALOGUE <>f L5nu diifvtwrt series

FREE MATCHBOX LABEL
This scarce PHILIPPINE!
label seal FREE to all those

sending 3d. and requesting =

our MATCHBOX LABEL I

APPROVALS

*

E. H. W. Ltd. (Dept. M)
12 SICILIAN AVENUE, LONDON W.C.1

+

50 STAMPS FREE
ket of stamps Is

for

absolutely FREE to

used British
This p<

all genuine applicants for my superior
Colonial Approvals enclosing 4£d, in stamps for postage.

Overseas Applications Invited.

L ARCHER (M),
2 LITCHFIELD WAY, BR0XB0URNE, HERTS.

HONG KONG ."

Send 3d. stamp for appro
£d. each

priced from

MAINLY BRITISH COLONIALS
G. C. ANSON

84 Shirley Way, Shirley, Croydon, Surrey

100 Stamps FREE!
Plus Super Perforation Gauge to all applicants asking
to see my famous $d. upwards Approvals, British

delay.Colonial or Foreign. Don't ci* lay, write
enclosing 4 Id, in stamps for postage

C. T. BUSH (MAM),

today

53 Newlyn Way, Parkstone, Poofo, DORSET,

iCYPRUS!
Nine Different FRE1
to new applicants for

our
40% DISCOUNT COLONIAL APPROVALS. 3d. Stamp
Fletcher -CG9), Woodlands, Church Road, Bristol 9

MODERN UNS0RTED LOTS ON PAPER British Umpire
I lb. 27 6. | lb. 14/-, 4 oz. 7 9, World-wide lot 1 lb. 22 6,

J lb. 12/-, 4 oz. 6/6, Gt. Britain 1 lb. 8/-, § lb. 4/9. Lots
per 4 oz.: U.S.A. S/6. Europe 7/6, Fire 4/3 (abd. ex.).

A. DAVIES i Mil), 3 Manor Road, Wroxall, I.O.W.

SPANISH SAHARA 1958 DON QUIXOTE
The complete set of four beautiful mint pictorial stamps
offered FREE to approval applicants enclosing postage,
Not abroad. YULWONTMQR STAMPS

(Dept M), 29 Lay ton Avenue, Mansfield, Notts.

110 DIFFERENT STAMPS FREE!
Foreign and Colonial including Pictorials, absolutely Free
to applicants requesting my famous discount approvals,

enclosing 3d. for postage.
H. BANKS, 62 AVONLEA ROAO, SALE, CHESHIRE

FREE

COX,

-STAMPS CATALOGUED 5/-
to applicants for Id. approvals.

32 ROSEBERY ROAD, EPSOM, SURREY

introduce our
approvals we will send you the

famous PENNY RED issued in

Britain 100 years

500 guaranteed un
only I/-. Many scarce and interest-

ing stamps have been found in these

Complete satisfaction or

stamps

refunded. Don't
send today

delay

Please enclose 3d. postage.

UNIVERSAL STAMP CO
(Dept. M
LIBYA FREE to

Goole, Yorkshire

everyone
ordering one of these PACKETS

10 difl.

Afghanistan
Zanzibar .

,

25 diff.

Siam
Ceylon
Bolivia

-

*

3 6

v-

1/9
1/6
2/6

*

50 diff.

stralia ,

,

Canada
3. Africa
Ecuador
Mexico
Israel

- •

1/8
1/6
2 6

4/
2/6
8 -

100 diff.

Russia
Chile

N« mvay
Japan
Finland
Poland

5/-
•/-
3/-
2/-
3 3

3/9

Please tell your parents
Postage 3d, extra. C.W.O. LIST FREE

Battstamps (L), 16 Kidderminster Rd ., Croydon, Surrey

rpr p| DIAMOND ^TRIANGULARrACC ' NEW ISSUE PACKET
Two fine new triangular Flower stamps from
Hungary, U nitifully printed diamond com-
memorating Emperor Charles from Spain. These
and other diamond and triangular stamps offered
quite tret to introduce our service to new col-

lectors. Just send 3d. for postage. Write today
to:

CAPTA IN M, CAMPBELL & CO. (Dept MM),
58 High Street, Watford, Herts.

BRITISH i onial, Foreign Spacefilled, 15 a hi.

Pictorials, Commenioratives, Colonials, Foi. ^ii,

Jd,, id., Id, Postcard secures hundreds approvals,
PILGRIM

Priory View Road, Moordown, Bournemouth

SERIOUS COLLECTORS SHOULD SEND A I

POSTCARD FOR FIRST-CLASS APPROVALS
SELECTION STATING CHIEF INTERESTS.

BURNBANK
H. B. LANG
MAUCHLINE AYRSHIRE

SPECIAL. To onth.all approval applicants tni

Vt VICTORY SET MINT. 3d. Postage.
A. CUNNINGHAM iDept. MM), 36 Doonfoot Road, Ayr.

K.6.

FR i
with

ALLCOCK, 74 Tynyparc
For other Stamp Advertisements see also pages 548 and xxiv

PICTORIAL PARCEL
Approval! 3d. stamp please.

Rd„ Rhiwbin*. CARDIFF
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KUDUM UNDID

Stamp Gossip

WATERMARKS
It is not so very long since I was writing

about a pew watermark for British stamps,
and now I have to tell you about another.
It wilt be remembered that the first water-
mark used for Queen Elizabeth stamps had
what was called the Tudor Crown. Then the
Queen intimated that she would like the
design ol tiw. crown changed to indicate the St. II ward's
Crown. In other words, instead of the outline being in

more or loss circular form, there was to be a dip at the
top. The change was made and it was then that I

wrote about it.

It is generally known that some of our Scottish
brothers have objected to the title Elizabeth the
Second. They claim that as far as Scotland is concerned
the present Queen is the first Elizabeth, which of cours
she is. At present the watermark, besides depicting a

crown, also featup s

the inscription
E II R. There is

the unwanted II.

It was later
d e c i d e d that
Scotland, Wales,
etc., including the
Isle of Man, were
to have their own
postage stam ps, and
in the case of the
first of then

e

countries
it would not do to have the watermark showing the II.

Perhaps, however, there would be objections frum other
parts of the U.K. on other grounds.
How was the Post Office to satisfy everybody? The

has been solved very neatly by omitting
«\

the inscription* and now not only are "Regional"
stamps to have the watermark as illusti ted. but when
all the paper in use at the time of writing is used up,
ordinary British stamps also will be printed on this

new "Crown" watermark paper.
Tli- overprinted stamps of the Persian Gulf (if

Still current) will also be affected, so what with the
"Regional" stamps, and these new watermarked issues*

collectors of British stamps are in for quite a time.
Make sure of current stamps before there is any change.

WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT?
1 was given i I »v* r recently that had on it the stamp,

obviously Japanese, illustrated on this page. The
donor said that the design had completely foxed him,
and only one of several collectors to whom I showed it

could explain the stamp.
The answer is that the stamp was issued in June to

commemorate the 50th anniversary* of
emigration to Brazil.

the "Rising
Sun" on the ship,

which betokens
the emigrants
going to Brazil,

and the futurist

silhouette of
South America

t h e

anniversary
To explain the design, we see

shows
emblem of the
Brazilian flag.

MEASURING
PERFORATIONS

I have been

the

asked how to find the
size of perforation on a
stamp, First of all a
perforation gauge is

needed. The one I use
for ordinary jobs is the
MStangib"

t
made of

cardboard, which can
be supplied by most
dealers at 9d. At the
bottom end of such a
gauge is a black oblong
2 centimetres long. It

is this length because
when you talk of a
stamp being perforated,
say 14, you mean there

14 teeth to a length of 2 cm.
ow get your stamp, place
perforation alongside the

oblong, and count the number
of teeth there are along the full length of the la t ten
This will give you a rough estimate of the
Suppose you count fourteen. Try to fit exactly the

holes on your stamp between the teeth of that
perforation on the gauge* Make certain that the dots
on the gang fit perfectly all the way along in the holes

on the stamp* When you get the right fitting you can
read off your perforation measurement.

Don't forget to measure both lonj* and short sides

which may differ. Where two perforations are mentioned
the iirst refers to the top and the second to the sides,

ICELAND
The trouble with this country over fishing rights

has provided the necessary publicity to make collectors

sit up and take notice of the island's stamps. There is

not room here to discuss them thoroughly, but I would
like to say that any young collector wanting a new
country to take up, one that will not be too difficult

and which has attractive stamps, could do worse than
consider
Iceland. it

generally
comes to
Britain to
have its
s t a m p s

printed, and
in turn
Brit a in i s

providing
some very
nice stampSp
such as th e

one i 1 1 u s -

t rated.

FIFTY YEARS

It is a tidy stretch from Iceland right down to South

America, but I came (cross a stamp recently, issued by
Argentina, that really made me sit up and take notice,

for it commemorates the 50th anniversary of the

Argentina Aero Club. 1 1 hardly seems possible that there

were such clubs half a century ago, but of course flying

is older than that. I felt so interested in this stamp
that I asked our Editor to illustrate it.

TIP OF THE MONTH
A country the stamps of which are much

sought after is British Sonialiland. Last year
two stamps of the current set, 20c. and 1/-
were overprinted to commemorate the *'Open-
ing of the Legislative Couneir. They were
issued in May and the balance was withdrawn
in November, They were never much in the

limelight while they were on sale and when
they were finally withdrawn it was obvious
that very few big stocks, if any, had been
put b>\ I think this pair of stamps will in

time appreciate quite a bit, and if bought
now should pay well for their keep. Their
present price is around 2/6 a pair.
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Our First

Dinky Toys

Licence

Visitor

7>T the above isgroup
1 Hornchurch, the first visitor to the Works

Rcdhouse, at the time, and he, his parents and his

sister were thrilled when they learned of

of Ltd. under the 3 >inkv their good Our picture shows
Collectors' Licence scheme. The number of them enjoying a talk with Mrs. U. P.

his Licence was that selected at the end of Hornby, director of Meccano Limited, and
August by Stirling Moss from current Miss V. Hornby.

and Track Continued from page ~>l&)

mosses at a cost of about £20 including fitting is a
tremendous contribution to road safety. Briefly they
ensure more progressive braking with reduced wheel
locking under all conditions and, of course, reduced brake
pedal pressure And they have tremendous stopping
power,

Bruce McLaren

A driver who, in my opinion, is going to reach the top
flight rapidly is 21 year old New Zealander, Bruce
McLaren. At the age of 16 he was already racing an
Austin Seven Special in New Zealand and his subsequent
performances in that country resulted in the Automobile
I lub of New Zealand financing his visit to Europe this

in a similar manner to the sponsorsiiip of

from the
season,
Fangio when he first came to luirope
Argentine in 1948,

Strictly speaking, McLaren is an "independent",
but he drove a works ooper at Montihery and Rheims
and in the Moroccan G,P* at Casablanca, As an
independent taeputupa remarkably good performance
to win the Formula 2 race that was run concurrently
with this year's German G.I\ In doing so he finished
fifth in general classification, only 10 sec, behind the
Ferrari of Von Trips in fourth place; and on this tough,
exacting Nurburgring circuit be was less than seven
minutes behind the winning Vanwall of Tony Brooks.

His performance in the Tourist Trophy at Goodwood,
when he kept the 2 litre Lotus of John Coombs in close

pany with thi: more powerful Aston- Martins and
Lister-Jaguars until he retired with gear-box trouble,
introduced him to a large section of the British public
for the first time. He plans to return to his own
country for the New Zealand G.P, in January, but I

shall be very surprised if we do not see him in World
Championship events again next year."^^— ...—^^^^^^_
Scottish Freight Flyers—(Continued from page 525)

ip jfi

blthe fact that each van has a
painted on a white ground on eaca side tor easy
recognition by railway staff, to ensure that all such

circle 15 in* in dia*

each side for

vehicles are used only for the express shuttle service

between North East Scotland and London, thus
providing another valuable Link betwt n fish merchants
in the North East of Scotland and British Railways.
Another new facility recently made possible through

the t-'-xtt nsion of the high speed freight trains services,

running strictly to time table, in Scottish Region, is

the Export Expnss Service from a large number of

stations throughout Scotland to Glasgow and
Grangemouth Docks. The essence of the service is that

goods for export overseas may be despatrlu-d by rail

in the confident knowledge that consignments will be
available to the shipping company for loading into
their vessel the following day. They are loaded in fitted

wagons, and labels fixed to the wagons 1

sides show in

red letters the legend "Ex&ort Express Service" and
name of ship to aid rapid identification. The progress
of such consignments is carefully watched during the
journey to ensure that delivery is effected in accordance
with the assurauce given.

Scotland is also served with fast parcels trains and
the movement of milk, an important commodity in

our daily lives, in train loads daily, principally from
the Aberdeen district to creameries in South \W*t
Scotland for processing, i> yet another service provided
by British Railways* This traffic, is, of course, conveyed
in tank wagons.

Stamp Collectors' Corner

—

[Continued from page 649)

commemorate the Silver Wedding of King George VI
and his Queen, Special sets after that were to mark
the London Olympic Games of 1948, the founding of

the 0«PJtJ*. which appeared in 19-19. and finally, as far

as the KGVI era was concerned, the pair of stamps to
commemorate the Festival of Britain, I have no
space to deal more thoroughly with these issues, but
full details are to be found in the catalogues,
And now we come to the present reign, and again I

will have to suggest that the catalogues be studied for

details of the Queen Klizabeth issues. Most of the
stamps are quite cheap.
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From Our Readers
This page is reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding HOG trords in length

are invited on any subject of which the writer has special knowledge or experience. These should be

written neatly on one side oj the paper onlyt and should he accompanied if possible by original photo-

graphs for use as illustrations. Articles published will be paid far. Statements in articles suhmilted

are accepted as being sent in good fatth, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

An Early

Refrigerator

Before the days
of the modern
refrigerator
our grandmothers
who were
fortunate to live

in big houses had
their own methods
of keeping food
fresh for long
periods. Near
many of the
gracious
homes

old
o f

England are to

be found the "ice-

houses" in which
food was kept for

families and staffs,

the latter perhaps
numbering hundreds

This building, at St. Ives, Binglcy, formerly served as an ice-house in which food was
preserved. Photograph by C. Crowther, KeigbJey.

Some ice-houses were ntial stone
were in the shape of a barrel built ver

When there was ice about the staff was set

buildings * usually of local materials, built to gather ice from a lake or pond and haul

ly if not w underground, like the it to be stacked with the meat or other

one in the accompanying picture. Others perishables.
G. Crowther (Keighley)

The Church in the

Wood

When I am in the

of Hastings, 1

always make a pilgrimage

to the village of Hollington
to see its secluded and
picturesque old Church,
which is dedicated to St.

Leonard. This is

as the "< lid Church in the

Wood". It was probably-

built in the 13th Century.

The Church in the Wood at Hollington, Sussex. Photograph by J. A. Fleming,
London, N.W.3.

According to

the Church was originally

built out in the open, but
the Devil encased it with a
wood to prevent the

villagers from gettin

it for worship.

. A. Fleming

to

(London X.W.3)
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ummerh&

Firesid

Fun

Jackie: "My fathers a doctor,

can be sick for nothing.
,f

Tommy: "Well, mine's a preacher
so 1 can be good for nothing."

I

• * * *

'That reminds me 1 hav'nl done my Coed Turn
to-dayi"

'i didn't Intend taking a hnltday this vear. but the
hos* insisted,"

uH*»w long have you got?*
1

"Until I find another jnK"

* •

>*•

Housewife: "I >o you stock parafhn?"
Grocer: "Yes/1

Housewife: "And nr'th-balls?* 1

Grocer: "Ye*,*'
Housewife: lfAnd fire-lighters?

Grocer: "I do."
Hotisewife: MO.K« Wash your bands

ham sandwich.9'

*

and give me a

Customer (on the telephone): "Three of those apples
you sent me were rotten, I am bringing them back."

Store-keeper: "That's all right. Madam. You
needn't bring tin tn back. Y<>ur word is as good as the

apples."

•

Lady (to
MWhv t you go

Don't von know that a rolling stone gathers no moss?"
Tramp: ''Madam, I don't wish to evade your

question* But may t ask of what practical use is moss
to a man in mv condition?"

* * *

A man had been complaining! that he had chosen a
wet Spell for his holiday this year, when a friend

interrupted: "It can't h*ive been so bad—you came
hark sunburned!*'
"Sunburn, nothing/9 he replied, "that was rust!"

"Dad, did you have to learn to write
and speak French when vou were at

school?'
1

"Yes, my boy—why?"
"Oh, I dunno. To mc it seems a

waste ol time trying to do somethin
the French can do so much Niter/

"You're looking
worried. What's up?"
Second Burglar: "They've built a

bungalow where 1 buried my swag
a month ago!"

* •

BRAIN TEASERS
A CURIOUS WORD

What << munii word in the English language reads
the same backwards and forwards and Upside down?

A MATCH PUZZLE
Arrange 20 matches to form seven adjoining squares

at shown in ilv sketch below. The problem is to move
three matches and make only five adjoining squares,

*

?

ANSWERS TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLES

Code Puzzle

The simple code is A - 1, B= 2, C»3, and so on* The
four-letter word of which the numbers representing

the various letters add up to 20 is "cake
11

. The clue

was •*Easy as a piece of cake".

Magic Square

The Magic Square when
E C
C L

1

P

complete
H O
1 P
R E
E N

is
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Are you

HOUSEHOLD HANDYMAN?
Happiness comes from that pleasant feeling of jobs well
done. Good tools, reliable materials and a simple under-
standing of

i4 liow to do it" are the contributory factors.

When you use Rawlplug Fixing Devices, Tools and the
Products you know you have bought the best of their

kind. By the instructions for use you can
never go wrong

. I

are fibre tubes chemi-
< ally bonded and
treated to make them
tough f weatherproof

> and impervious to
insects and vermin.

RAWLPLUGS make abso-
lutely firm fixings in any
solid material—they can-

shrink or work loose-
;
,

-

RAWLPLUGS are made for
every size of screw from
No. 3 (O to No. EOCrx

RAWLPLUGS are neat and
invisible in position—no
mess and no damage to
walls or decorations.

-'

.1

v*
1

t

Screws can be withdrawn and
replaced as often as required
without loss of efficiency.

OUTFITS complete with
Eawlptugs, Screws and a
Rawltaol for making holes in

masonry cost as little as 3h
including a 16-page booklet of
Hutrueti<m&

HANDY

those handymen
who have a Rawltool

(or tool set) Eawl-

plugs are now sold to handy
1/- boxes. Nos. 8, 10, 12 and 14

are packed in assorted lengths

If you have a hand brace you must use
Durium Drills- You will be amazed at how
quickly you can drill clean round holes
in the hardest masonry—silently! No fear
now of disturbing the neighbours,
what is more, you do get an absolutely
perfect tiole for the Rawlplug. Be sure you
ask for DURIUM in the bright blue and
orange metal container. For your protec-
tion the name DURIUM is also stamped
on the drill shank, none other is a genuine
Durium drill. All sizes from No* 6 f5 32*)

to No. 30(1*) and in a long series for drilling
right through walls.

DURIUM tipped—that's the point /

With every Durium Drill you will be given a
Voucher which will enable you to have your
drill rosharpcned entirely freeof charge when,
after long- service, it becomes? blunt.

how the Durium

tip will rnakec hole in

cavity brick without

the inside

walL Tiles and glazed

brtcks can he drilled

with complete safety.

NOW FREE RE-SHARPENING
Doubles the life of Durium Drills

D

Clear, Waterproof, Heat-
proof, Insulating All Purpose
Adhesive, Large tubes t/-
& 1 6.

Backed by the Rawlplug guarantee of quality DUROPIX is undoubtedly
the finest value for money today. It has such a wide range of applica-
tions from simple woodwork repairs to fine china, porcelain and glass-
ware that no home should be without a tube.

DUROFIX IS AN ALL-BRITISH ADHESIVE.
mercial tubes 5/- ±-lb. tins 2/9 1-lb. tins

Animal glue of tremen-

dous strength. This
popular ready to use

DUnOGLUE is the
handyman's friend. It

can bo used for that
immediate need and re-

placed in the toolbox for another day. It is strong, reliable and lor
woodwork an ever ready aid to fixing and repairs, It is also suitable

to cover every household fixing for many other materials but not for those washed in hot water.

job. No more lost or mixed up i-lfa. tins 2/6 Mb. tins 4/9

Rawlplugs when you keep these All rtewtplug Products can be obtained from Hardware Dealers, Ironmongers,
handy boxes in your toolkit. Builders' Merchants and Stores everywhere* B59G

HAWLPLUfl COMPANY LIMITED, CROMWIU ROAD, LONDON. S.W.7
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CHEMISTRY
fitOO. TP* f MARK

wli&t want
fo*

//

Gosh! I want to start a real lab. and do

some spiffing experiments. And I know
a Lott's Chemistry Set's got everything

I

apparatus,

Real chemicals. Smashing
full instructions

frfttf;

Regd* Trade Mark

I must remember to remind Father that
LOTT'S TOY STONE BUILDING BRICKS RT6 jUSt
thing: for my young brother for Christmas.

' he

Stocked by Toy Shops everywhere or write

for price list of sets and spares, enclosing
2d. stamped addressed envelope to:

LOTT'S BRICKS LTD
DEPT. 5.C WATFORD HERTS

5

1 An early

wheel, about
3,000 B.C.

2 Spoked wheel
of war chariot
about 2.000 BC

3 Medieval
wagon wheel.

4 Wheel of
po*t-chaisG v

IB50,

5 The tyre and
wheel of coday.

WHY PNEUMATIC TYRES
CHANGED THE WORLD

P

The wheel, first used about 3,000 H.C.» was inven-

ted comparatively late in prehistoric times. Strangely

enough, it changed little from its earlier forms until

the Dunlop pneumatic tyre came along in 1888,

nearly 5,000 years after the wheel was first thought of.

From then on, all kinds of vehicles began to go

faster and farther, in greater . *_ and comfort.

Places and lands became nearer, work easier,

leisure more easily come by.

Today, Dunlop tyres arc fitted to cars, bicycles,

motor cycles, buses, coaches and commercial

vehicles. To aircraft, to agricultural vehicles,

tractors, cranes, bulldozers and other earthmoving

equipment, to trolleys and fork-lift loaders. Then-

is no end to the different kinds of vehicles which

now benefit from the use of pneumatic tyres. For

since that great day in 1888, Dunlop have led the

field in tyre research, tyre design, tyre construction.

Think of lyres and

you think of
•H /til
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ROAD ACCIDENTS CAN BE AVOIDED BY TAKING CARE
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BRITIS1

1

RAILWAYS
LOCOMOTIVES
1

\VJ>.

2,

3.

WESTERN REGION
(including BR. Standard and e*
motives; Western Region Tr
Numbers)

SOUTHERN REGION
(S.R, steam train headcodes;
ex-W.D. locomotives)

LONDON MIDLAND REGION
(including B.R- Standard and cx-W.D
motives)

Reporting

B.R. Standard and

loco-

4. EASTERN
(including
motives)

REGION
BR. Standard and

Price 2/6 each

ex-W.IX loco

COMBINED VOLUME 10/6

(Includes full particulars of multiple unit electric and
diesel trains in addition to usual locomotive details)

abc B.R •

With an introduction on diesel engines
and transmissions; lists and describes all

\].R. dic>cl locomotives and
multiple unit trains. 2/6d

al>c BRITISH

Lists and fully describes all British

ways electric trains and principal

independent lines. /6d

Join the
IAN ALLAN
LOCO
SPOTTERS
CLUB
Membership is only 1/3. en-

titling you to a club pencil,

Reference book, membership
card and official badge. Cut out this advertisement

now and send it. with a stamped addressed envelope,

to the address below*
—

HAMPTON COURT J
SURREY

IN STYLE

You'd be proud to own
a Cadet it's the latest in

box cameras.

Call at your photo

dealers and see it

You can afford a too. it s oonly 2 6/
Write for your copy of

'PHOTOGRAPHY IS FUN"

LIMITED
DEPT, 28, SUMMER LANE

BIRMINGHAM 19

The FLUXITE to Soldering

No. 9—JOINING TWO SURFACES (2)

Having tinned both surfaces hold repair piece m position

with corner of file then run reheated iron all over it

until the solder of the two tinned surfaces re-melts

and fuses together.

ord for a flux
for

FLUXITE is the household w
that is famous throughout the world for Its

absolute reliability. In factory, workshop and
in the home FLUXITE has become indispensable*
It has no equal, It has been the choice of
Government works, leading manufacturers,
engineers and mechanics for over 40 year

Fluxitc Limited, Berrnondsey St., London S»E.l
GM*/59
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REDDITCH,

From all good sports crs

<f>«
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NEW.
1

— I

PECO LOW WAGONS
Now! Peco Wonderful Wagon range includes

6 entirely new 10 ft. wheelbasc company wagons

LMS, LNER. GWR
ways

with

asse

kg in

line with the wheels, sprung buffers, Peco-Simplex

couplings, spoked nylon wheels and full colour

detail 7/6

From ail good Modekhops or direct (post 6d.)from

*

PRITCHARD PATENT PRODUCT

PECOWAV. STATION ROAD, SEATON. DEVON
_

BOND'S
FIBRE GLASS MODEL BOAT HULLS

Length 36 in-

Thes* fine hulls have been specially made so that

full radio control can be fitted without unduly

overloading the hull. Two types of hulls can be

supplied. The popular Cabin Cruiser type of round

bike design hull. Ream 8$ in* This hull has a lovely

flared how which will keep the decks dry at high

speed and will carry approximately 10 lb. weight of

machinery and superstructure.

The other hull is suitable for either a modern type

Cargo or Passenger Boat* Beam 11 in. This hull has

a racked and well flared bow also the stern is of

the cruiser type for single propeller. The lines of this

hull are extremely good and it will only require a
medium size [ uit to give a good performance,

Prices:

Cabin Cruiser Hull

Cargo-Passenger Hull

• * MIS 6

£4 19 6

Packing and Carriage extra.

For particulars of suitable steam or electric plant

send for:

Bond's Model Catalogue for Steam Plants.

Price 2/-*

Bond f

s Light Engineering Catalogue for electric

motors* Price 1/9,

BOND'S 0' EUSTON ROAD LTD.
357 EUSTON ROAD LONDON N.W.I

Est. 1887 Phone •
1 • USton 5441 -2

i»

Improve your shooting

with a

RIFLE
Wide range

and Pistol

SHOOTING

models
from 24/6 to

prices

an-
1. Do not point a gun

—not even ifat anyone—
it is unloaded, 2, Ensure

all is clear before firing*

3. Aim by the sights, hold
your breath and squeeze the

trigger, 4, Always use 'Milbro
Caledonian 1 Waisted Slugs and
Air Rifle Targets-

Obtainable from
smiths, sports
and ironmongers

gun-
dealers

Ask to
Pistols,

direct to:

If

our two Diana Air
difficulty, writeany

MILLARD BROTHERS LTD
Makers of Milbro Products

Diana Works, Carfin, Lanarkshire

T.387d

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 3d. stamp for

PRICE LIST
Booklets:

'EXPERIMENTS'
1/2,

•FORMUL/E' 1/2.

BECK

'HOME
new edition 2 10.

(Posi Free)

(SCIENTIFIC DEPT. G , 60 High St.,

STOKE NEWINGT0N, LONDON N,16

WORLD WID
RADIO PTION

FOR THE AMATEUR RADIO ENTHUSIAST
TUNE IN WITH THE

MALVYN SINGLE VALVE SHORT WAVE
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

—

i

All-Dry Battery operated: Extremely low running costs;

Band Spread Tuning: Attractive Front Panel: Full

operating instructions included,

PRICE OF COMPLETE RECEIVER. 74/6 (Batteries and
Phones Extra). Pose Free U*K. Money Back Guarantee.

Send $<A,E. to actual Manufacturers for Free Descriptive
Literature.

MALVYN ENGINEERING WORKS
Radio and Electronic Engineers

Tel>: Hertford 2264 7 Currie Street, HERTFORD
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. . . and it is essential in both the

buying and the using of tools . . .

remember that it pays to buy good

tools, tools upon whose accuracy
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you can rely precision tools

are made to British Standard Institute

Specification—you can rely on them*

accurate measurement is your

requirement REMEMBER
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COUNTRY STATION

"T.T." KITS
A new production by MODELCRAFT

to me« the new demand*

Simple and interesting to construct

with chat atmosphere of realism

which makes all the difference.

COUNTRY STATION
* tPLATFORMS

LOCOMOTIVE SHED
GOODS STATION .

SIGNAL CABIN
9d, postage for one kit and 6d, for each additionalFrom your heat Hobby Shop or direct.

MODELCRAFT LTD., 77 Grosvenor Road, London S.W
p

™

RAILWAY ACCESSORIESW Scale Hand Finished

2 6

Station Staff or Passengers (set of 5)

Seated Passengers (set of 5)

Platform Accessaries (set of 7)

\V. H. Smith's Bookstall
Ekctric Trolley, Trailer and Luggage
Esso Oil Drums (set of 6)

Permanent Way Cabin and Workman
Goods Yard Crane on Base
A.A. Box with Patrolman on Motorcyck

Smd 3/6 for sample box of models, illustrated list

of met one hwndrti other models* 1
I renn Track,

Bilieezi sheds, .tfc. Lists only 1/6

HANNANT'
56 London Road North, Lowestoft, Suffolk

Hear Continents
WITH H.A.C.

Noted for

. S.W. K

SHORT-WAVE RECEIVERS
over 1$ years for . . .

and Kits of Quality.

Improved design with Denco coils:

One-Valve Kit, Model "C" Price 25/-
Two-Valve Kit, Model "E" Price 50,'-

AH kits complete with all main components and
full instructions, (Valves extra if required, 8/-
each.) Before ordering call and inspect a dcinon-

or send stamped addressediceiver,

envelope for descriptive catalogue,

"H.AX." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
Old Bond Street, London(Dept. M.M.

,
W.I.
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Why not your child?

SIMPLIFIED POSTAL COURSES
are available to prepare children for

* FREE ATTAINMENT TESTS to alt enquirers.

* COURSES based upon results of these tests.

* FULLY QUALIFIED TUTOR allocated by name to each Child

FREE 24 PAGE GUIDE

MERCER'S UNIQUE GUARANTEE SPELLS SUCCESS

TEXT-BOOKS LOW FEES

MERCER
Write NOW, giving full details to: The Registrar,

T CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE
(Dept. M.I), 69 Wirripole Street, London W.I.

German Mak
STEAM ENGINE
Specialty imported by Gamages
Perfectly strongly built and
meticulously finished

indeed a joy to behold,
all sorts of models.

» , this engine is

Capable of driving

ONLY

Once again the

Finest Value!
* U

MODEL BOOK

Bise measures S in. x
5 j in., Chimney 7§ in.

tall, 3\ in. boiler and
2$ in. flywheel.
plete with dry fuel, fuel holder, funnel
and spar washers.

Post and Packing 2(- if outside our own
ive van area.

132 pages ' U« FACia. l ^VA'^rc
PHOTOS OF TRAINS. BOArS
AIRCRAFT, STEAM
CARS, ETC.

A Special Plastic Kit

Section with many of

the kits that have just

i released is »n-
liet-n

eluded.
Post U.

Now Running . . -

MAMMOTHGAMAGES MODEL
RAILWAY

SPIN RGET
This novel, giant, HARMLESS Shooting
Set consists of very large 16 in* diarnet r

Target with highest quality, multi-colour* d
printing, four harmless sucker darts and
pistoL The target is supported by three legs

measuring 13 in long and is then spun. Four
1 1ARMLESS sucker darts ate fired from the
9| in. long plastic pistol and when the target

revolv- ^ mm t
ing the score BARGAIN 1 / /
IS declared PRICE 17

Post and Packing 2f-

GAMAGES HOLBORN LONDON E.C.I, HOL 8434
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Make your own
sira I

u
Instruments
it I* kits from

FULL SIZE. Only
a few simple tools

are needed.

Kit No. 3260

UKULELE
All wood, materials,

wire, string

ANOTHER NEW WAGON LOAD
These will jive your new 2-8-0 Loco something
to really pull!

STANCHION —--^—<m
GIRDERS _ ^^

• * —rs
2J in. Long

"in red oxide

Packet of Four, , . .• 3/- Post 4d,

Chain for holding down, * ,2/3 Post 3d.

{Appro** 1 yard* 23 Links per inch)

GET THESE FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER
Price List of our "00 PI

Railway Accessories including

details of five other loads .6d. post free

S. & B. PRODUCTIONS
Portland Road, S. Norwood, London S.E.25

BOOKS!
A.B.Oi L.M.R., W.R., S.R., E.R. . . each 2/6
60 Plans for Small Railways . . .

.

. . 2/6
Railway* of Britain (Allan) 7/6

British Loco, or Tram Postcards, assorted per | doz, 1/9

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES TT 00
Station Staff Sets 6/6 2/6 3/9
Seated Passengers. . .

— 2/6 5/3
Stone Tunnel Mouths, single line 6/5 5/5 —
Stone Tunnel Mouths, double line — 6/6 —
Stone Retaining Wall, 8} in. long — 3/11 3/11
Flexible Fencing, per 1 2 in. .

.

— 1 /2| —
Hedges, III in — 1/2 1/2
Assorted Trees each If- 2/- 2/-
Water Cranes 1/10 1/10 10/6

New "00", "TT" or "0" Railway Lists, each 6d.

POSTAGE EXTRA
TYLDESLEV & H0LBRO0K (M.E.T.A.)

109 DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER 3

(post free)

Kit No. 3209

GUITAR. mat
full-size plan,

strings, etc.

Kits for making these fine toned, authentic instruments
from Hobbies branches and stockists or by post (see

coupon).
Ask for FREE 20-page Booklet of other kits.
-

i
i

| To HOBBIES LTD., Dept, 962, Dereham, Norfolk. '

Please send free 20-page booklet and

i

I Kit No
I

| Name
i

| Address

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

35/- Post 2/6

THE LESDIX de-luxe Model
Crystal Set, as iltustrated, in

beautiful pastel shades of Green,
Pink, Yellow, Orange and Beige,

These Sets are genuine Radio

Receivers, not & toy, having a

Litz wound capped aerial coil,

Var. cond.p Germanium diode
detector, plugs and sockets for

aerial and earth and headphone
terminals Supplied complete
with headphones, fitted head*

band and cord.

[=LECTRADIX Def>L E#l ^ 4 Queenstown

RADIOS Road, Battersea, S.W.8
MACaulay 2159

A CCURA TE

v
ACCESSORIESAIR RIFLES

Write for catalogue WESLEY k SCOTT Ltd.

87 WEAMAN ST.. BIRMINGHAM 4, ENGLAND
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Tri-ang Ford Zephyr Convertible A 1/20th
accurate scale model electric car 9 in. long,

1 mutely detailed even to the driving mirror.
Takes two U11 batteries. For*

ward, stop and reverse
gears, Batteries extra 10d
35/- Corr, & Pock 1/9

Jolly Film. An eye
viewer which shows
moving films when

handle is turned,
complete with one

Extra films 1/ each,

5/11. Can.
& Pock f/-

Tri-ang Minikit* Build your own
hire fleet. All parts for the easy
* assembly of six little cars

with push and go
> mechanisms.
\ 6/11. Can.

& Pock. 1/3

Magnetic
Sputnik. A

flick of the wrist can
spin the sputnik around the

world. Can be thrown off to twirl

like a top. 8/11. Can & Pack, f/6

i

Silver
Knight of

Augsburg. A kit of ^^ff S/11
plastic parts for making an

authentic model of afutly armoured knight.

11 in. high.Cement 6d, extra, Carr. & Pfc. 1 /3

SPECIALIST

Meccano Magazines

Before 1940..

1940-1944 ..

1945-1949 ..

1950-1952 ..

1953-1957 .

.

1958..

^^™

Railway M
1927

J

Trains Illustrated

2 Dec. 1955

1956-D
4

• *

Buses Illustrated

1953 -Date • «

1/6

II

11

M

2/6 , i
I

RAILWAYS
RAILWAY WORLD

All issues

to 1958
each

All

to

6d. each

Model Railway News
Model Engineers

Model Railway Constructor
All issues to 1956

Railway Modellers
All issues to 1956

issues

1958

9d. each

•

1957 and 1958 * *

Cigarette Cards
100 Clean Mixed

1/6 II

ft

2/6

Writs or Call:

of SUTTON t

50 CARSHALTON ROAD /

SUTTON SURREY
Please add a little for Postage.
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READERS SALES AND WANTS
Modrl Steam Roller, perfect, cost 67/6, accept £2

o.n+o,— Atkinson, Akcla, Beadncll, Korthntnberlandi
Eighteen 9.5 mm. and 16 mm. Films. Stamp far

particulars.—j. H, Green, 321 Kmgswav. I hindre.
I'mtcta Elisabeth Electric Engine and Tender,
gauge.—Jones, 16 Newmarket Struct. Ulvcrston

t

Lrmcs*
Stamp Collection, over 700 Stamps in Album, high

catalogue value £2. Stamps.—Row land*;, Castletrov
Limerick.

t

60 "M.M/'n
Offers.

May 19-t4-June 1949 and five 1943.
Dawncy, 72 Grove Green Road, London E.l I.

E.SX. Junior Model Steam Engine* I paid 35/-.
In good condition, heated by Spirit Burner. Please
write—2 Abbey Court, Waltham Abbey, Essex,

Loose Leaf and < ordinary Stamp Album with 3,700
Stamps. Guaranteed value £25. Best Offer over £15.
Also Gibbons and Reliant Stamp Catalogues 2/6 each.
Two Stamp Books: Puffin Book I/-. "How to Collet-

1

Stamps" 4/6, 5/- for both. Send S.A.E. for derails
to—M. Bullivont, Station Road, Sibscy, nr. Boston,
I -j TIGS-

1958 Stanley Gibbo
Good condition.
Road. Carlisle, Cumberland

Simplified Stamp Catalogue,
Offers—Blaylock, 242 Blackwell

WANTS
Urgently wanted. Puffin Picture Book "Electric

Models from Odds nil Knds'\ Please state price and
ition.—Salter, P.O. Box 1955, Salisbury. S. Rhodesia.

Obsolete Meccano Sets, Parts, Leaflets and Literature.
—Dr. Kowal, 2743 West 55 Street, Chicago 32, Illinois,
U.S.A.

Obsolete Dinky Buses. State type, price and condition.—D. R. L Boyd, " \Vhitesmocks", Tunstall Village,
Nr. Sunderland.

Obsolete Dinky Toys, Military Models, especially the
Military* Jeep. Best prices paid.—Mr. B. Gernrd,
25 Pentland Street, Wandsworth, London S.W.18.
Hornby Metropolitan Loco., mechanism immaterial.
K. Adams, 109 Stroud Road, Gloucester.

HORNBY LOCOMOTIVE
PART EXCHANGE COUPON

Complete this coupon, and hand it, with your ofd clock,
work locomotive, to your Meccano dealer, who will
deduce the appropriate amount, as shown below, from

" e cost of a new Hornby-Dublo Locomotive or Train Set,

Indicated by cross

which type exchangedOld IQCQ

MO or No. 20

Ml or No. 30

Nos. 101 or 40 Tank
No. 501 or No. 50/51

Allowance

V-
V-
7/d

V-

* • * .

w *l4»ftol

>»*
Type of Hornby-Dublo Locomotive or Train Set

purchased in exchange . , , .....

Purchaser's signature..........

Address

DEALER'S CERTIFICATE
The above exchange has been effected in accordance with
the terms of the Hornby Part-Exchange Scheme,

Signed
Meccano Deafer

* *

Dealer's

Add ress

Date (U.K. only)

MAGAZINE
Registered at the G.P.O., London, for transmission by

Canadian Magazine Past,
EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICES:

13, ENGLAND.
Telegrams: "Meccano, Liverpool."

Reader*' Sales and Wants. Private advertisements
(i.e. not trade) are charged 2d, per word, minimum
2/-. Cash with order. Readers 1 advertisements are

lossi
-

"

LIVERPOOL
14

issue after receiving tnem cannot be guaranteed.
Advertisements of goods currently manufactured

Meccano Ltd. cannot be accepted.

CHEMISTRY
Lists

BIOLOGY

RADIO

We supply apparatus
and chemicals for the
young scientist.

Send 4d, stamps.

We have a student's micro-
scope at £5 10s. Leaflet

—

3d, stamp,

ELECTRONICS
Transistors are fascinating to work with.
radios need small batteries only. Learn
on transistors—-8d. stamps.

Loudspeaker
how! Notes

MORCO EXPERIMENTAL SUPPLIES
8 and 10 Granville Street. Sheffield 2

TeL: 27461

WoJsoy Hal! (e*t. 1 894 J can
prepare you ^lucessfidly by
post for all G.C.E. examina-
tions; Lend. Univ. Degrees
and many other exams.
Moderate fees, instalments,
30,000 successes since
1930, Prospec lus from
C. D. Parker, M.A., LL.D.,

Dcpt. GK5.
WOLSEY HALL, OXFORD

Crystal Set Kits 15/8
With permanent
detectors, Loud

and clear reception. No batteries required. Ideal for

I

School or College, Lightweight Headphones 16/4.
AH post Tree.

W. BUCKLE, 77 Horrlnger Rd.
(
Bury St Edmunds

STAMP ADVERTISEMENTS
[see also pages 548 and 550\

FREE 15 USED ELIZABETHS FRlI
These IS Beautiful USED COLONIAL uinps will be
sent to ALL GENUINE applicants who send 3d. for
postage and ask to see my "WORTH WHILE 11

approvals.
No stamps sent abroad.

(JOS. H. GAZE, 10 Plmlico Road, CLITHERQE, Lanes.
^m

TRIANGLE PKT. 28 FREE LIBERIA

,
__ PEPPER BIRD
TRIANGLE Liberia Bird. MONACO Set 2 Transport

Giro and Pigeons, plus 25 other stamps free,

t.and request approvals. ROSEBERY STAMP
Triangles
Send 3d.

SERVICE Deot

U.K
37 Rosebery Rd., Epsom 8 u rrey

2/6, 5/- and 10/- YOURS FOR
1/- P.O. These 3 large G.B.

Castle Pictorials yours for 1/- and 3d. post, for
Disc, Approvals (not applicable overseas).
S, REY (U.K.), 10 Walsh Avenue, Bristol 4

A grand new sec of beautiful Animal
Thematic stamps absolutely FREE, Simpty

request approvals from: APEX STAMPS (Dept. F),

29 Rock Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire



Toy that grows with the Boy

How much better it is to make

your own toys! Make them as you

want them, and make them work.

Make them with Meccano. When
you've made and played with one

model, you can take it to pieces

and build another with the same

parts. Meccano grows in interest

as you keep adding to your stocks

of gears, wheels, girders and strips

as time goes on
i

It s
• I

the Toy

that grows with the Boy*
1

.

There is a Meccano Outfit to suit every
whatever

Outfit costs only 6/11 (inc. Tax) and is

suitable for very young boys. Outfit

No. 7 illustrated above is excellent for

older with ventive turn

of mind; it costs £6.7.6 (inc. Ta*J,

Pud sued by MEO ,. I ! \ik LtvEftrooi 13 tin

/ fit I hn It n 4 Cm ' /,
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WITH WINDOWS

DINKY TOYS No. 169. STUDEBAKER GOLDEN HAWK \

This superbly detailed model of Studebaker's world famous "Golden Hawk
i _ I II i i * - i _ . * i i « i > i i

t»

reproduces the sleek surging lines with an accuracy that will delight the
enthusiast. Transparent windows . . . white heavy-tread rubber tyres. Avail-

b!e in glowing duo-tone finishes—green and stone or red and stone.

Length: 4^ in. U.K. Price: 3/6 (inc. tax)

f

•"

a

WITH WINDOWS

DINKY TOYS No. t67. A.C. ACECA COUPE
It looks fast and it goes fast—just like the original of which it is a perfectly
proportioned miniature. It is a "jewel of a model*

1

, with transparent windows
and windscreen, heavy-tread rubber tyres and a choice of two distinctive

duo-tone finishes.

Length: 34 in.

MADE BY MECCANO LT D

U.K. Price: 3/3 (inc. tax)

LIVERPOOL*$
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Build two similar sides, each consisting of one 12^" (l) one 9?" (2), one 4t
h

(3) ?

and one 3" Angle Girder, filled in with five 4^" x 2i
J! Flat Plates, and a 3

n x 2" Flexible

Triangilar Plate. The two sides are then joined together with three 7{
Jl Angle Girders 7

and a 7t" Strip 6, 4~2
JI x 2Jf Flat Plates fill in the back, whilst two 5i" x 2?" Flat

Plates are bolted to the front. Bolt a 12;jn Angle Girder 7 to the end Flat Plates by

i b» 1.Ingle Brackets and two 3t
u x +" Double Angle Strips 8 and 9 to the Angle Girder and side

Plates, Four 1" Pulley liheels with Rubber Kings, are attached to the base with f" Bolts

and Flanged Brackets.

323£L Adding Mechanism

1On a 6£» Hod secure a 1^' Sprocket Uheel 10, a 1" Gear Wheel 11 and a 1" Pulley Ifneel

with Rubber Ring 12. The Rubber Ring should press lightly against the Flat Plate, with

Compression Spring and Collar 13- acting as a brake. A Bevel Wheel 14 drives another Bevel

Wheel 15 mounted on a 5" Rod 16 coupled to a 2?-r" Rod 17 on which is secured a Bevel IJheil 18 *

Me 1" Gear Wheel 11 drives a similar Wheel 19 on a 5
li Rod 20. Fasten a Threaded Pin 21

in the elongated hole of a Double Arm Crank secured to Rod 20.

On the rims of three Boiler Ends marked "A", "B", and "C" in the illustrations 9
h.> 'j

a 6-X-" x -'r" strip of white paper, marked into ten equal divisions, each approx, 6/lO n in

length. Obtain from an old calendar the numbers to 10, and stick one in each space

Cover with a length of transparent cellotape.

Two t Bolts, with- three Huts hold each Boiler End to a li
JI Sprocket Wheel one of which

is seen at 23 placed loosely on an 8 M Rod 24, Collars being used to keep it in position

The Sprocket Wheels 10 and 23 are connected by a

Two mere Boiler Ends are treated similarly, and placed on Rod 24, and spaced

with Collars*, It should be noted that the numbers on Boiler End nC Tt run the opposite way

to those on Boiler Ends "A" and nB% The next thing is to build up tra> units as follows

Take a 5i
JI Strip and bond it Into a circle overlaying the ends one hole, around a l^/

1

* j

diameter broom handle. At the joint and also diagonally opposite, a £" Bolt with a Washer

secures an Angle Bracket, to which is bolted a Bush Wheel, In the remaining holes in the

Strip, six "b
j

' Bolts are placed, with the edges of the Huts square with the edges of the Strip

Place one of these units on a 5" Rod 25 * together with a liJ
' Sprocket Wheel 26, a l Tr Pulley



£

Adding Machine 2

'L "f

iTith Rub oer g, a Compression Spring4 and Collar a Connect the Sprocket ol 26 to the

Sprocket IJh on Boiler End "B" which must he set so that the Threaded Pin 21 strikes one

of the 5olta 27 as the number from to is lgmg on Boiler End MA" * A 1 ?t Sprocket

vneel is fixed on a 5" Rod 20, on which is also fastened a Double Arm? 33 fitted with a

Threaded Pin, and a Bevel Wheel 29* A Bevel Wheel 30 on a 2±" Rod 31 engages with Bevel^ 1 rr

Wheol ™z~J %

The intermittent drive from Double Crank 33 to the built-up unit is similar to

the drive on shaft 20 mid 25
1The 1-jr Sprocket Wheel 34 is connected by Sprocket Chain

with the Sprocket of Boiler End fIC n
f

Tf&2BSSBBi3£S^iaLS^M
A 7f" Strip 38 is attached to the sides of the casing lyy Angle Bracket s and Bolt3 39

on each side Tito Double Bent Strips are bolted to the 7r
JT Strip 38 and a 2

J-.it 53 holds

a J-j i

2 Strip 42.

The operating dials are similar to each other SO UliC*!-Tnat a description of one of them will

r\ -* *

bui rico i p

4 i-iach is constructed by securing a Bevel Wheel to a J-p Hod 40, placed through

fcho Double Bent Strip 41
1

9 the 4t" Strip 42 and two Washer A Ratchet Wheel -43 is fixed

to the Sod#
A Pawl 44 is pivoted

>

on a y* Bolt 45 and a piece of Spring Cord
4 r

IDS XV

engaged with the Ratchet Wheel* Another Ratchet 47 is fastened in position, four

Wasliers being used to space JLit from -t c Ratchet Wheel 43

•

A disc. 3" di er, cut from

s
4-
cou. J-. cardboard or sheet tin has ten equi-distant 3/l6 u holes pierced in it 1£" from the

centre, and two holes 4-" from the9 2
*-U
fere, diagonally opposite » The centre hole is %"

diameter a

The disc 52 is bolted to the Face Plate 49 with the 1^" Pulley 53 between wu
iicm

9
care

boing talc*n not to tonago the elastic band with the rim of the Pulley Wheel To the
1

If

Pulley Wheel, tic a piece of thin elastic (A Driving Band will do) through on r> n-p -i -j-g ou aside01 1"C

ho1 ries !- 4-T
tJ ? nearosr the centre ofP 4-"U. 1

che machine, to the Ijr Pulley Wheel on the other dial c* The

xubber band should k30p in the groove when the dial is turned ^ and pull it back to the stop

bolt 45

i

Boltc. an AaaiDtor for Screwed Rod 48 to a Face Plate 49. Fis a Pawl 50 in position

J-1wrch a Collar * A nut and bolt 51 has a piece cf Spring Cord attached, the, other boino

anchored to the Face Plate 9

The number "0" on the dial diould be arranged to be in the front centre position when the

j*Collar 54 is against the stop bolt 45 9 The Face Plate i s f ree on the rr
.n_!.

snare 40, the Pawl 50

4--.transmitting the movement to the ha31'lcljL U Q The Pawl 50 should move two teeth over the Hatch

mJhecl 47 for every single raovemont OX WIG (c*;^* over*o*
T 1 J * ,<. 1^zn mien nunioer 2



iiaanig
I •

ino

is dialled and over 14 teeth when number 7 is dialled) The Pawl 44 locks the Ratchet Wheel

43 immcdia .L
I behind the tooth a

formed by Tt" Strips 55
1

md two 3V o ips is
j-
ta

X
bo the main casing withto

Obtuse Angle Brackets, Two 2^" x li!! Flexible Plates are together across the Strips 55 *

Dial Stops
9 each consisting of a Fish-plate bolted co a 1" x -g- ft Angle Bracket arex attached to

the Strip

is doriQ by placing the end of a short Piod in the 4
Late numbered hole in

the dials and pulling the dial around the rod hits the dial stop, just like dialling

on an autumn telephone

A l£» fitted with a Collar for a knob
$ a suitable dialling tone and can be

kept in a holder at the front of the machine as shorn at 56 in the general view illustration

of the model *

n Pulley Wheel 57 , fixed to 40 can be used to turn the Boiler End t•A II k to sjoro «

NOTE. Should the Boiler Ili/Sll ioe in 8, 9 f t position the dial operating Boiler End trailB must

not be turned. For e pie, if t number 138 is registered on the Boiler Ends and 26 is

required to be ad j_on , the 6 n be dialled first on ' n
t followed by the on rtT3tiB •

rmJM Casing Covers

,

cover Plate 35 see general view illustration) is built by bolting two pairs of Windmill

Sai1 d 7tto two 7yn Strips * These are joined together with two x 2j" Flexible Plates and a 3f"

Flat Girder Four Collars space the cover from the 9^u e Girders 2 of the smg

frame is made from two 7t" Strips 36 and two 5t" Strips 57, using §•" Bolts,lit
-,

Two 5i-
,r x yf Flat Plates are

1

bolted between the Strips 36 to form a detachable cover plato «

Parts re

of No, lb

2

12

1

2

\

i

\

\

t

I

t

I

1

t

t

O

j
to build the in/? Machine

of Mo *
->

2

154
111
46

13

24

2

rt

tt

ti

n

IT

tl

It

U

8a
8b
9a
9c
10

12
12b
12b

14
15
16

16a
18a
21 6 " "

Two tin or cardboard discs.

ti

ii

ii

it

I!

II

II

II

II

II

22

24
30
31
37a
37b
38
45
48b
52a
53a
58

59
61

62b
63
70
72
94
95a

•

of No

2

34
2

1

2

2

it

it

It

II

H

H

It

tf

It

tt

tt

II

It

tt

tt

ft

It

103

109

JLJ^XGL

lllc
115
120b
139a
139b
147a

148
155
162a
173a
188
190a
25

E20S(S)
1 Length of Elastic


